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INTRODUCTION 
This pape r c ons i ders various aspects of voluntary so c ial1 
sterilisation - sterilisation performed at the request , and 
with the consent , of the patient for whatever personal reasons 
h e may have . 
This may b e contrasted with : 
a ) Therapeutic s t erilisation - steri lisation i ntended to p ~e vent 
c on ception f o r medical reasons 
b ) Eugenic steril isation - sterilisation performed to prevent 
the transmi ss i on of certain undesirable hered i tary traits 
c ) Punitive steril isation - sterilisation performed as a 
punishment for the c ommission of sex c rimes and other 
.. 1 f+' 2 c r1m1na o i en ces . 
Un l ess o t herwise spec i fied , in this paper the term 11 sterilisat i on 11 
r efe r s onl y to so cial steri lisation . 
I n order to as c ertain general medical practice in matters relating 
to counselling and the asse s sment of the suitabi1 ity of a pat i ent 
for sterilisation , the writer surveyed gynaecologists and urologi sts 
in the Well ington area . 
The following questions were prepared 
1. Would you please indicate the criteria you use in assess i ng 
the suitab i lity of a patient for sterilisation and note 
whether these are mandatory or may be waived on oc casions . 
2 . Do you require , or mere ly prefer , spousal c onsent to the 
ste ril isation ope r a t ion? 
J . Has your po l icy in respect of the above two questions changed 
in the past five years? 
1 Tl-.3 Royal Commission on Contraception Sterilisation and Abo r tion 
in New Zealand used this t e r m t o distinguish sterilisation 
oerformed on t hese grounds froo " t,herapeutic 11 sterilisation a;:, both are voluntary . Report of the Royal Commission of Enquiry 
into Contraception Sterilisat,ion and Abortion i n New Zealand 
We llington Government Printer 1977 
2 The re is no statute permitting the performance of either 
e ugenic or punitive ste rilisation in New Zealand . Statutes 
aut horising both have else where been enacted . There is in 
t he United States s ome arg ument that such statutes are 
unconstitutional . Bloom note s several punitive sterilisation 
s ta tutes have be e n declare d unconstitutional on the grounds that 
that they calle d for ' cruel and unusual ' punishment : Bloom S .L. 
nA Woman ' s Right t o Volunt ary Sterili'::ation 11 22 Buf fal o Law Revi ew 
29 1 at 29 2 · LAW LISRAnV ::i 
Vlf: T r.• r · ' ,v- wr• ' 1Nr.TO!ll 
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4 . Who counsels the patient prior to the operation? 
5. Do you impose a waiting period between counselling and the 
operation during which time a patient may reconsider his / her 
decision? If so , how long is this period? 
It was intended to assess the views of all gynaecologists and 
urologists in the Wellington area who were listed in the 
1976 telephone directory . The writer wished to interview personally 
one urologist and one of two gynaecologists , and therefore sent 
the survey to the remainder ( 11 ) and to one general surgeon who 
performed vasectomies . Seven were returned completed , one was 
returned undelivered . Two replied requesting the writer to make 
an appointment to discuss the matter further and two did not 
reply ( the general surgeon and one gynaecologist ). 
The writer interviewed the urologist intended and both practitioners 
referred to above . Following the interview with one gynaecologist 
there was little point in requesting an appointme1t with either 
gynaecologist intended . 
As a result the writer canvassed the views of seven of the eleven 
gynaecologists and all three urologists listed in the Wellington 
directory . 
The writer interviewed also Dr Sparrow of the Family Planning 
Association . 
The results are referred to in Parts I and II of the paper ; 
·Part I discusses various medical aspects of sterilisation, 
in particular outlining the procedure involved in the male and 
female sterilisation operation and the advantages and disadvantages 
of sterilisation compared with alternative contraceptive methods . 
Such matters are discussed by practitioner and patient prior to 
the operation . A short section on counselling is therefore 
included at this point . 
P~rt II focuses on the availability of sterilisation . There is 
li tle s atis tical information available on the number of sterj_lisa-
tio n operat ions performed in New Zealand but figures cited in the 
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first section at least give some indication of the increasing 
demand for sterilisation . Discussion of the social characteristics 
of those seeking sterilisation follows . 
Two factors have traditionally limited the availability of 
sterilisation - uncertainty as to the legality of the operation 
and the imposition by the medical profession of criteria to be 
met by applicants for sterilisation . It is the writer ' s view 
that even prior to the enactment of section 2 Crimes Amendment 
Act 1977 sterilisation was lawful although there was no direct 
authority for this proposition . The relevant caselaw is reviewed 
in section C . In 1977 under section 2 Crimes Amendment Act 1977 
sterilisation was declared lm-.rful and at present the major factor 
restricting availability of sterilisation is the necessity to 
comply with criteria imposed by the medical profession . It is 
typically required that applicants obtain spousal consent and 
satisfy age/ parity criteria . Two practitioners noted their fear 
of suit by the spouse of a patient if spousal consent to sterilisation 
was not obtained . One adde d that failure to obtain spousal consent 
enabled a spouse to sue the patient for divorce upon the basis of 
constructive desertion . Both legal issues are examined in 
section]) . It seems likely there will be in the near future a 
substantial change in the grounds upon which divorce may be obtained 
Reco ~me ndations that divorc e be granted on the basis of irretrievable 
breakdown will probably be accepted . 
obtaining a divorce under this scheme 
gone a sterilisation operation without 
·section"}). 
The possibility of a spouse 
where his partner has under-
q':,-
his consent is raised in 
/\ 
1.,. 1. , .·1 ,._ 1 , ( t (>;j~t(("'.'1·-q-:-, {,.y'" ~ \.;' ~\ ,c ... ·1? _\~--"'.'\ 
There follows a survey of o \~'-e1· criteria imposed . by the medical 
I\ 
profession . This is justified on the basis that there is a high 
·~r- \h < ... - .J L,,..,{, ...,ll.:!..,., 
inci den ce of regret - and s e eking of reve rsal - in those who are~ 
young with few or no children . The available literature is 
reviewed with a view to determining whether this association is 
supp o1~ted . 
Part lil discusses the legality and availability of sterilisation 
in ot her jurisd ictions and in particular focuses on the debate 
curre nt in the United States over the const,itutionality of 
re s trictive sterilisation provisions . 
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I MEDICAL ASPECTS OF STERILISATION 
A MALE STERILISATION 
The male steri l isation operation ( vasectomy ) is generally 
regarded as safe , quick ( operating time about ten minutes ) 
and simple . The operat,ion may be performed in a do ctor ' s 
surgery by a General Practitioner , a vasectomy c linic such 
as that operated by the Family Planning Asso c iation , or a 
hospital - usually on an outpatient basis3 . 
A local anaesthetic is generally considered suffi c ient although 
a general anaesthetic may in certain circumstances be preferred . 
A short ( 1 cm ) incision is made in the scrotal skin directly 
over each vas and carried down to the vas itself . The vas is 
seized with forceps and withdrawn as a loop through the 
inc ision . The vas may be cut , or a 1 - 4 cm se ction removed . 
Sperms may be washed from the semen and steri lity obtained 
more qui ckly by at this stage irrigating the vas towards the 
urethra via a cannula wit,h ste rile ~ater . Alternatively , 
irrigation with a spermicidal solution via a needle attached 
to a plastic syringe renders a patient immedia~ely sterile . 
The cut ends may be sealed ':Ji th diathermy , tied with silk , 
thread or catgut or occluded with clips . Some suggest the cut 
ends be doubled back or c rossed over or that the . two distal and 
proximal ends be tied together . Urquhart- Hay notes
4 
in 
operating the surgeon shou ld bear in mind the possibility of 
subsequent re - anastomosis ( re - joining ) - the practice of 
excising an ex cessive length of vas is to be 
J . A survey conducted by the Department of Health showed 
25% of sterilised males had the vasectomy performed in 
a private hospital , 60% in a doctor ' s surgery and )5% 
in a public hos pi t,al : Department of Hea~,th " Fa~ul y Growth 
Study 0 Special Report No . 48 \, ·_ ,, .,--. •,_., L,,·- ,r,-.. .c 1', .r , /Cll,-
4 
' 
Urquhart- Hay , D. ''Vasectomy : When and How" 
Patient Management JS at 41 
5 
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condemned5 . Each wound is closed with a single suture and 
~lJ\ 
the area is sprayed with aerosol dressing . 
. '\ 
Unless spermicidal solution has been injected, the patient 
may be fertile for some months until the sperm store in the 
seminal vesicles is removed by further intercourse . The 
patient is advised to use alternative methods of contraception 
until there are two negative sperm counts . 
The patient is advised to rest for a few hours after the opera-
tion . 
Vasectomy has no physical effect on sex drive or capability to 
achieve an erection or ejacula~ion . The mortality rate is 
virtually nil . 
Estimates of morbidity ra~es differ but all studies show a 
low complication rate - Davis
6 notes general reports on 
im~ediate morbidity range from 2 - 10% , the difference possibly 
being due to differing interpretations of " morbidity". 
The Simon Population Trust7 in a study of post- operative 
complications in vasectomy patients reported 2/3 of the 1012 
men who completed the questionnaire had no side effects . 
Thirty- three had " medically serious side effects 11 - mainly 
local infection ( 13 ) and haemotomas ( 12 ). 
In a survey of 1000 vasectomy patients the staff of the Margaret 
Pyke Centre 8 noted 122 patients reported early post- operative 
complications . Again, haemotomas ( 42 ), minor local infection ( 12 ) 
and minor symptoms such as bruising and tenderness ( 56 ) account 
5 Altman 1. noted a fellow practitioner ' s removal of 7. 5 cm of 
vas was contrary to a unanimous resolution of the Second 
International Conference on Sterilisation which stated the 
operation must always be done bearing in mind the possible 
necessity for future re - anastomosis: Correspondence 
1974 1 British Nedical Journal 198 
6 Davis, J . E . 11 va.sectomy 11 72 American J ournal of Nursing 509 
7 11 Follow up after Vasectomy 11 1970 Lancet 483 
8 MJ.rgaret Pyke Centre rrone Thousand Vasectomies " 1973 
4 British Medical Journal 216 at 218 
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for a large portion of that figure . 
B . FEMALE STERILISATION 
Steril isation of the female is effected by tubal ligation 
(cutting, cauterising or tying the fallopian tubes to prevent 
the passage of ovum and sperm )9 . There are several techniques 
available : 
a ) Laparotomy - an abdominal incision is made and a small 
piece of each fallopian tube is cut out and the ends 
tied . There is a laboratory confirmation of the section 
re.moved . A general anaesthetic is administered and the 
patient hospitalised for 1 - 7 days . 
b ) thni-laparotomy - the fallopian tubes are clamped with 
plastic clips through a small abdominal incision. The 
operation is performed in hospital under general 
anaesthetic . 
c) Colpotomy - a small incision i s m~de in the upper reaches 
of the vagina through tthich the fallopian tubes are located, 
cut, a section removed and the ends tied . This may be but 
is seldom performed as an outpatient procedure . 
d) Laparoscopy - a laparoscope , a slender tube equipped with a 
lens , is passed through a small incision in the umbilicus 
to locate the fallopian tubes . The operating scope is 
inserted , the fallopian tubes lifted and cauterised in one , 
two or three places . If the operation is performed in 
publi c hospitals, the patient is admitted , but laparoscopy may 
be performed as an outpatient procedure in private hospitals . 
The Royal Commission noted the advantages in techniques which may 
be performed on an outpatient basis as these servi ces can be 
esGablished by public hospitals without undue pressure being 
placed on staff and beds~O There is some indication that patients 
may also welcome this . Hartfield
11 performed 100 vaginal 
9 Hysterectomy ( r e moval of the uterus ) is performed only where 
there is a medical indication which necessita~es that procedure . 
10 Repc::'t of the Royal Com.mission op . cit. at 130 
11 Hartfield, V . J . 
Vaginal Route " 
" Daycase Pomeroy Sterilisation by the 
85 New Zealand Medical Journal 223 
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sterilisations - 50 on a daycare, and 50 on an inpatient, 
basis. All patients offered early discharge preferred it 
for the following reasons 
like having family and 01:m things around 
can continue to look after family 
dislike hospital 
good for family to look after mother for a change 
could be flexible at home 
quieter at home 
Sterilisation does not affect the hormone secretions, ovaries 
uterus or vagina . 
An estimate of the mortality ratio of tubal ligation appears 
from 1969 United States figures cited in correspondence to the 
New Zealand Medical Journal~ 
12 
Mortality ratio (Deaths per 100,000 procedures ) 
Legal abortion (1st trimester) 
Ligation and Division of 
Fallopian Tubes 
Lower Segment Caesarean section 
Abdominal Hysterectomy 
1.7 
5 . 0 
111. 0 
204 . 0 
Hartfield13notes major post-operative complications of sterilisa-
tion - haemorrhage, salpingitis ( inflamation of the tubes ), 
severe lower abdominal pain and pain on defaecation - occurred 
in 11 of the 100 patients and minor complications - minor 
haemorrhage, vomiting, chest and shoulder pains, temperature 
rise , sore throat , a~d suchlike - occurred in 74 women . 
Fitzgerald14 , referring to laparoscopic sterilisation, reports 
11 Complications are conrnonly the result of faulty 
technique but reports of large series record 
a level of complications which is inherent in 
the method , even when carried out by or under 
12 34- New Zealand Medical Journal 251 
13 Hartfleld, V. J . op. cit . at 224 
14 Fitzgerald, J . P . B . "Sterilisation in the Female " 
5 Patient Management 48 at 52 
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the control of skilled surgeons". 
He lists : 
- cardiac and respiratory difficulties 
- burns of the skin and bowel 
- emphysema 
- bleeding 
- organ perforation 
However , he notes , " complications are few and usually 
patients are dis c harged within 24 hours of the procedure . 11 15 
C. ADVANTAGES OF STERILISATI01 
For those who do not wish to conceive, or conceive a gain , 
f~.-h0..,.,.\c-,' \....,. , .,..... ,-~:::..\.::- 1 .... •:\.._;," t c.J 
there are several advantages in sterilisation '_/\effect.iveness 
and freedom from the side effe cts associated with oral or 
injectible contraceptives . 
Sterilisation operations are not 100% effect~ve - regrowth 
of the vasa and fallopian tubes ( 11 spontaneous recanalization 11 ) 
may occur . Although estimates of the incidence of spontaneous 
recanalization vary, in both sexes it appears to be less than 
1%. 
16 
Urquhart- Hay notes with a good surgical technique recanalisa-
tion after vasectomy should not exceed 1 in 2,000 . In the 
Margaret Pyke Centre study of 1,000 vasectomy patients 
a recanalisation rate of 0 . 6 within 18 months was reportect . 17 
Potts and Swyer estimate the overall failure rate for vasectomy 
is probably the sa~e as for tubal ligation18 . 
The effectiveness of sterilisation may be compared with other 
methods of contraception . 
15 Fitzgerald, J . P . B . op cit at 52 
16 
17 
18 
Urquhart- Hay "Vasectomy : When and How" op . ci t . at 3 7 
Margaret Pyke Centre op . cit . at 219 
Potts, D.M. and Swyer, G. I.M . "Effectiveness and Risks 
of Birth Control Methods " 26 British Medical 
Bulletin 26 at 28 
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19 
Method Pregnancy per 100 
women- years of exposure 
Sterilisation 
Oral Contraceptives 
Intra- uterine devices 
-Condoms and diaghrams 
Spermicides , calendar rhythm 
and coitus interruptus 
0.02 
0.1 
2.0 
15.0 
25.0 
It would therefore appear that sterilisation is the most effective 
method of contraception . 
There are none of the side- effects - weight gain , nausea, severe 
leg cramps, blurred vision - frequently associated with oral 
contrac2ptives . 
Altho~~h contrac~µtive injections are highly effective Evans
20 
notes they disturb menstrual patterns, cause a delay and 
unpredictable return of fertility and are possibly associated 
with cervical dysplasi; and carcenomJ They are therefore 
preferably restricted to patients who 
refuse to, or are unable to, accept the responsibility 
other methods need 
have had repeated failures with other methods 
are 
are 
incapable of tolerating , or unwilling to 
side effects of conventional methods 
l d b f t f · 1 · 21 not perp_exe a out u ure erti ity . 
D. DISADVANTAGES OF STERILISATION 
tolerate the 
The chief disadvantage of sterilisation is that it may be 
19 Source: Potts, D.M. et al op. cit. at 29 
20 :s-,rans, J . H. 11 Which Contraceptive Method" 
Management 27 at 31 
5 Patient 
21 The writer presumes this statement refers to those 
unable to appreciate the consequences of 
' 4 
sexual intercourse - e . g . an intellectually 
handicapped person 
' \ ....... .... i I '°> :. ~• 
I 
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irreversible . Those who , lhrough a change of mind or circum-
stance , wish further children , may later regret the decision 
to obtain a steri l isation operation . However , perfe ction of 
medical techniques involved in reversal operations , and the 
possibility of storing sperm for subsequent artificial 
insemination, may overcome this disadvantage . 
1. Reversal of Vasectomy 
5 1r~--""' \ . ":.:-.) -=1..--c. ," The male reversal operation (vasovasostomy ) involves reconne ct ing 
·"' each vas deferens under magnification . Urquhart- Hay reports 
the operation is performed under general anaestheti c and takes 
approximately 1 hour . 22 The patient is hospitalised for two 
days 23 . 
The success rate of reversal operations is difficult to gauge 
as the term " success '' is used to indicate both the resumption 
of normal sperm count and subsequent pregnancy of a woman . 
In addition, some reports suggesting high success rates , reveal 
careful pre- operative selection . Two recent reports in New Zealand 
indicate it \s possible to achieve a successful 
of subsequent pregnancy ) ~f 45% or higher . 
(q-\-e... 
reversal ( in terms 
I\ 
Urquhart- Hay~4perforrning vasovasostomy on 20 patients , noted 
that in nine spouses a pregnancy followed . In 14 , or 70% sperm 
reappeared in normal numbers . These figures are supported by 
those of an Auckland urologist .
25 
In the United States in 1977 Silber
26 
using a microscopic 
techrrique on 42 unselected patients reported that 71% 
had impregnated their wives within l½ years of the reversal 
operation . 
22 Urqn~1art- Hay , D. " How effective is a reversal procedure 
following a vasectomy" 86 New Zealand Medical 
Journal 4 75 ~·. \ :. 1 --. 
, ,,~··' ,,'" 1,, , :,... '.. ...... --t' \\~ \. ..... .... l.!.-. 
23 Urquhart- Hay noted \ that overseas reversal operations may 
- be performed on an outpatient basis 
24 Urq~hart - Hay , D. op . cit 
=' 5 1'-"''"J-v), '---· h t th · l 1 1 t t. TT ~ 11 St erilisation Reve rsal: t e un in<:ao e op ion ~ 12 June 1978 w~men ' s Weekly 29 
26 Siloer, S . J . " Vasectomy and vas ectomy reversal" 
29 Fertility and Sterility 125 
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27 
Davis notes the factors which account for lack of success 
in reversal operations : 
reanastomosis technique 
quality of semen 
vasectomy technique 
interval between vasectomy and attempted reanastomosis . 
Urquhart - Hay ' s results do not confirm the last factor . He 
conclude s : 28 
" Thus it seems that the time interval between the 
vasectomy and the reversal procedure is of l i ttle 
importance in determining the success or otherwise 
of the reversal procedure ." 
Patients in his sample sought reversal 14 months to 6 years 
after sterilisation . 
2 . Reversal of Tubal Ligation 
The ~riter inter~iewed a Wellington gynaecologist who 
estimated the success rate for reversal operations i$ 
approximately 50%, but notes overseas specialists have 
achieved better results . 
Specialists at the family planning consultation clinic at 
Auckland ' s National Women ' s Hospital estimate the tubal 
ligation reversal success rate ( in ~erms of the subsequent 
production of a live baby ) at 10- 50% . 29 
Neither the male or female sterilisation operation is readily 
re vers ible . The Royal Commission recommended the operation 
should be considered as being irreversible and practitioners 
emphasize to patients that it is or at least may be so . 
~owever, both the gynaecologist and urologist interviewed 
27 Davis, J . E . op . cit . at 512 
28 Urquhart - Hay , D. " How effective is a reversal procedure 
following a vasectomy" op . cit . at 477 
29 Lundy, L . op . cit . 
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by the writer noted that much higher success rates will come 
with the perfection of medical techniques involved . 
J . Sperm Banks 
The development of sperm banks and techniques of artificial 
insemination may permit a man to gain the advantages of 
sterilisation while retaining the ability to procreate should 
there be a change of mind or circumstance - as David suggests 
11 ••• a form of insurance against sudden tragedy ... nJO _This 
service is not available in New Zealand . However Davis in 
1972 noted the large scale development in the United States 
of frozen semen banks which preserve the sperm of men who have 
had vasectomies~
1 He reports that to 1972 more than 400 children 
had been born as the result of artificial insemination with 
frozen semen . " Clients" of the bank deposit their semen , 
which is stored , to be withdrawn at a subsequent date and given 
either to the physician to artifically inseminate a wife , or 
to the client so that he may destroy it. 
Even if this service were available in New Zealand it is not 
clear there would be a de m~nd for it . Practitioners at an 
English clinic32 asked of 26 consecutive vasectomy patients 
in 1970 " If it had been possible to keep some of your semen 
in cold storage in case a pregnancy should ever be wanted, 
would you have welcomed this? " The response was as follows: 
Yes 3 
Possibly 2 
If I were younger 4 
No 17 
The question was asked during the operation, and, as the author 
notes, if it had been asked before the men had committed them-
selves there might have been a little more interest . 
However, Ansbacher33 writing in 1978 reports the initial 
JO 
31 
32 
33 
David , M. quoted in nFroze n Sperm Bank" 72 American Journal 
of Nursing 513 
Davis, J . E . op . cit at 513 
Reported in Corre spondence 1970 Lancet 354 
Ansbacher , R . " Artificial Insemination with Frozen 
Spermatazoa" 29 Fertility and Sterility 375 at 378 
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'::!D'.~"'lusj asm h:-- s rranP,,l due to t.ne cost of main ta ini1~g the 
frozen se~en sam9les and, ~ith the freezinp techniques 
c 1J_rrently em~-- l oyed , t he inac1eQ.'.1e.-:-e fcr t i l i ty rates uroduced 
7. I 
using frozen samples . He notes : ~4 
Boerm banks ~re not reliable fertjlity insurance 
for men v,Lo el'3Ct to underzo v esecto:11y since there 
is no assurance that an individual' s semen s::>-mple 
c an tolerate t he :freezinei; procedure and subsequent 
t haw . 11 
Tne possibility o:f fai l ure of the freezing mechanism or similar 
accidents also operates agajnst relying on such a service. 
::_•or re::rnons oi' avai l abili ty and adequacy of ferti l ity rates 
follo~ing artificia l insemination Dith f r ozen semen , the use 
of sperm banks is not likely to provide a means of overcoming 
the cl: i ef disadvanta_--e o~ sterilis'J_tion. Ansbacher comments 
that t h e ideal method for freezing gametes has not yet been 
fo".lnd. If' su c h tech11ical d.ifficul ties are overcome there nay 
c1'3velo:p the commercialization of sperm banking predi cted in 
t!'le esrly 1 970s . 
-·-.,, 
It a9I;e8.rs that, Dlt:ioufh in t'.ne futur,~ sterilisation may be 
r~adily reversible or sperm bank i ng a re l iab l e method of 
fertility insurance, at pr3aent irreversibility remains a real 
dise_dvan-';a 6 e. 
E CCliNSBLLING 
Disc~ssion or the m1tters outlined a~ov~ - the nature and 
si:nificance or the operation, advantages and disadvanta3es -
t2J~es {Jlace prj_or to the ;-- er forrnl "'--:e of the oper·n ti on. The 
:p::,cti tion~.c streasss that t:1e o-,,errttion is irreversibl e 
ensur!n~ the patient has given thou~ht to future noss i bi l it i es 
o:::' re:r:c11riE,z-::! an~l the dcnth of any chi l dren .. 35 
34 ~~sbacher, ~ - op . cit . at 378 
35 Alt~ouih su~h hypotheticaJ situations 2re outlineJ bv the 
_ractitio~cr nnl rcceJted ~Y th3 ra t ient these are t;e major 
r~Etsons for seeking revers'll. Ur,J:iuart - :by notes the reasons 
~iven ~Y 20 p~t~cnts scekin~ vasovosostomy : divor~~ and 
1~em~rrio_,-e - 00 death oi' R,_1ouse - 15 '. 
u_e.sire f'or !LOr8 chi} '_I_ ·en ( usunll.Y on the :·o.rt of the; ';.i:t'e )- 25 ·: 
l:rr u~1:ut-"!oy , ') . " Ho'.i' e:f:f~cti ve is e. re·rcrsal rocedu:ce 
f0llo~inr D vesecto~y· o: . cit. at 47; 
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In practice both a referring general practitioner and 
36 specialist perform this task . The Family Planning Association 
vasectomy clinic in Wellington , however, rosters counsellors 
who are generally trained nurses , some of whom have marriage 
guidance experience . 
The Royal Commission recommended counselling rr ••• should be given 
sufficiently in advance of the date set down for the operation 
to give the couple proper time for reflection11 • 37 Six of the 
ten surgeons surveyed did not impose any waiting period between 
counselling and the operation . Four noted they did , three 
requiring a period of at least one month . However , as there 
has generally been some discussion of the matte r between the 
patient and the referring general practitioner, regardless of 
the practice of the individual surgeon, it appears there is 
time for reflection between initial consultation with the general 
practitioner and the performance of the operation . However , 
the Family Planning Association clinic practice is that 
counselling takes place on the night of the operation. 
There appe ars to be a variable drop out rate after counselling. 
Dr Sparrow of the Family Planning Ass ociation vasectomy clinic 
noted there was a small drop out rate , but a gynaecologist in 
Upper Hutt stated a signif i cant number of couples enquiring 
ab out sterilisation defer taking that step after counselling, 
accepting an alternative means of birth control . 
36 The Royal Commissi on n oted counselling was carried out by 
me dica l practi t ioners and recomme nded that the use of 
trained counsellors be encouraged as doctors may be unable 
to devote sufficient time to each patie nt : Report of the 
Royal Commission op . cit . at 133 
37 op . cit . at 132 
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II AVAILABILITY OF STERILISATION 
A NUT.".BER OF STERILISATION OPERATIONS PERFORMED 
The Royal Commission noted the inadequacy of statisti ca l 
inforrr.ation as to the number of sterilisations performed in 
New Zealand . 38 
To remedy this defect the legislature enacted section 8 
Contraception , Sterilisation and Abortion Ac t 1977 whi ch r equi res 
every medical pract i tioner performing a sterilisation operat ion 
to forward tothe Director- General of Health a statement of : 
the reasons for the operation 
the age , sex , marital status, race and number of ch i ldren 
of the patient 
whether the patient stayed in hospital for 1 or more n i ghts 
whether the operation was performed post- partum . 
None of these figures is available at the date of writing . 
The only figures available on the number of sterilisation J Sa 
operations performed in New Zealand are those given in the 
Report of the Royal Commission . 
The table below shows the number of vasectomies performed in 
public hospitals in New Zealand in the five years ended JO June 
1975 , No statistics are available on the number of vasectomies 
performed in doctors ' surgeries (where , as noted earlier , most 
take place ) . 
1970- 1971 244 
1971- 1972 368 
1972- 1973 497 
1973- 1974 494 
1974- 1975 522 39 
The numbe r of female sterilisations performed in public hospitals 
in the postpartem period for the five years to JO June 1975 
appears belo'.v . 
38 Report of the Royal Commission op . cit . at 134 
38a In Sections A and B " sterilisation" includes therapeutic 
sterilisation 
39 Report of the Royal Commission op . cit . at 117 
1970- 1971 
1971-1972 
1972- 1973 
1973- 1974 
1974-1975 
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672 
1 , 018 
1 , 384 
1 , 879 
2 , 607 39a 
No upda~es on the above figures are available . 
These figures are of use only in that they probably demonstrate 
a general increase in the number of sterilisations performed . 
B CHARACT~RISTICS OF THOSE SEEKING STERILISATION 
Sherlock and Sherlock
40 note that in the United States males 
requesting vasectomy are predominantly white, middle-class 
in their JOs and 40s and in professiona~whi~e- collar or 
skilled occupations . Borland confirms that males seeking 
sterilisation have significantly more education , and a higher 
level of occupation and income4
1 . Both ·authors indicate that 
female sterilisation is more widely used by those with lower 
educational levels in lower socio- economic groups. 
The only available information on this point in Nett Zealand 
comes from a Depa~tment of Health survey of women in the Hutt 
Valley~2 The authors note educational level and race appear 
to be factors influencing the awareness of sterilisation . 
Race 
European 
Maori 
Islander 
Total% 
Knowledge of Sterilisation by Race 
Never heard of 
fem9.le 
sterilisation 
0 . 8 
0 
12 .0 
1 . 0 
43 
Never heard 
of male 
sterilisation 
0 . 6 
3 .3 
24 . 0 
1. 6 
..... , ~:. : - \ . ·,·, 
L,,0 
41 
42 
43 
Sherlock R. K. and R. D. 11 Voluntary 
the Case for Regulation" 1976 Utah 
Borla:1d, B . L . " Behavioural factors 
contraception : A re vie ,v11 6 Social 
Department of Health 11 Family Growth 
i.',""\. ~·. ,~. '· 
ibid at 44 ; · · 
Contraceptive Sterili?ation 
Law Review 115 at 119 
in non-coital methods of 
Science and Medicine 163'""1l:.lf 
Study" Special Report 48 
. 
• '- .,,, ' .... \ . ' I I . 
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Knowledge of Sterilisation by Woman ' s 
educational level 
Level 
No secondary 
Secondary only 
Exam or post-
secondary 
Total% 
Never heard 
of female 
sterilisation 
J . 6 
1.1 
0 . 4 
1.0 
44 
Never heard 
of male 
sterilisation 
8 . 9 
1.4 
0 . 4 
1. 6 
They found more highly trained women seemed less rather than 
more inclined to seek sterilisation than those with little or 
no training . 45 
The authors noted also that a higher proportion of sterilised 
couples were among the lower income group , which they suggested 
probably reflects the degree of financial embarrassment those 
people could face as a result of an unwanted birth . 46 
In New Zealand, as in other jurisdictions , there have been two 
factors operating to restrict availability of sterilisation -
uncertainty as to the legality of the operation prior to 1977 
and restrictive criteria imposed by members of the medical 
profession . 
C LEGALITY OF STERILISATION 
Until 1977 in New Zealand there was doubt as to the legality 
of a sterilisatio~ operation . There was no clear 
provision to the effect such operations were 
either lac,vful or unla1,vful . It was arguable that several 
provisions in the Crimes Act 1961 while not specifically designed 
to render sterilisation operations unlawful had that effGct . 
44 ibid at ,1 
45 ibid at 1+8 
4' idem 
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There was no decision in point . 
The following provisions of the Crimes Act 1961 were possibly 
applicable : 
sl96 
\ I 
Common assault - Every one is liable to imprisonment 
for a term not exceeding one year who assaults any 
h 
, , 
ot er person . 
HAssault 11 is defined in s2 as lf the act of intentional ly 
applying ... force to the person of another11 
s l 88 Wounding with intent to cause gri evous bodily harm 
and wounding with intent to injure 
11 To injure 11 under s2 means 11 to cause actual bodily 
harm11 
sl89 Injuring any person with intent to cause grievous 
bodily harm 
sl90 Injuri ng any person in such circumstances that if 
death had been caused the offender would have been 
guilty of manslaughter 
sl93 Assaulting with intent to injure 
It is clear sl96 covers any surgical operation . 
All other sections noted above require infliction of bodily 
harm . Whether a sterilisation operation may be said to cause 
bodily harm is open to dispute . It was the opinion of counsel 
engaged by the.English and Scottish Medical Defence Union in 
1960 that a surgical operation could never be said to cause 
bodily harm . In Burrell v Harmer 47 the defendant tattooed 
devices which became inflamed on the arms of boys aged 12 and 
13 . He was convicted of cat:.sing actual bodily harm to the 
boys . Th~' } ?ourt gave r..o indication as to whether tattooing 
per se would constitute th~ infliction of bodily harm . Even 
if it had , tattooing may be distinguished from non- therapeutic 
operations perfor~ed by a surgeon in sterile conditions . 
The case is therefore of limited value in determining whether 
the performance of other non- therapeutic operations constitutes 
the infliction of bodily har~ . 
It seems clear that a sterilisation operation 
47 1967 Criminal Latl Revie~ 169 
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performed without the consent of the victim would constitute 
the infliction of bodily harm . It is submitted therefore that 
prirna facie the above sections c1prl.-:'.d also to sterilisation 
operations performed with consent, and that the difference in 
criminal liability between surgeons lay in the ability to 
invoke one of the defences in Part III Crimes Act 1961 . 
Two defences in that Part may have been available to one c harged 
under one of the above sections with performance of a sterilisation 
operation . 
1 . Section 61 Crimes Act 1961 
Section 61 provides : 
11 Every one is protected from criminal responsibility 
for performing with reasonable care and skill any 
surgical operation upon any person for his benefit , 
if the performance of the operation wa reasonable , 
having regard to the patient ' s state at the time 
and to all the circumstances of the case ." 
Adams notes that '' 0nlawful operations will presumably be excluded 
b · 1 · ... · n 48 Tl,.. h t f . y imp icaGion . . . . 11us e sugges s a surgeon per arming an 
illegal abortion cannot invoke s61 as a defence to that charge . 
It is submitted this view is correct - if the operation is 
illegal it is difficult to see that its performance would be 
" reasonable 11 • This section therefore does not operate to 
legalise a sterilisa1:,ion operation which is unlawful. 
Whether a surgeon may have been convicted of any of the above 
offences , then, depended upon whether he could invoke consent 
o: the patient as a defence . 
2 . Consent 
The defence of consent is preserved by s20 ( 1 ) Crimes Act 1961 : 
" All rules and principles of the common law which render 
any circumstances a justification or excuse for any act 
or omission, or a defence to any charge , shall remain 
in force and apply in respect of a charge of any offence 
48 Adams F . B . Criminal La0:.r and Practice in New Zealand ( 2 ed ) 
\follington, Sweet & Eax\vell, 1971 at 170 
II 
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As there has been in New Zealand or the United Kingdom no 
prosecution against a practitioner for performing a sterilisation 
operation , in the absence of negligence, there ,,,h .s no direct 
authority for the proposition that consent of the patient would 
operate as a defence . There w~s , however , dicta on this point . 
In Bravery v Bravery 49 Denning J . declared : 
"Likewise ·with a sterilis2.tion operation . When it 
is done with the man ' s consent for a just cause, it 
is quite lawful , as, for instance, when it is done 
to prevent the transmission of an hereditary disease ; 
but when it is done without just cause or excuse, it 
is unla•,,vful, even though the man consents to it. 
Take a case where a sterilisation operation is done 
so as to enable a man to have the pleasure of sexual 
intercourse without shouldering the responsibilities 
attaching to it. The operation then is plainly 
injurious to the public interest . It is degrading 
to the man himself . It is injurious to his wife and 
to any woman whom he may marry , to say nothing of the 
way it opens to licentiousness; and , unlike contra-
ceptives, it allows no room for a change of mind on 
either side . It is ille gal , even though the man 
consents to it for it comes within the principle stated 
by Stephen J . . . . in R v Coney" 50 
Lord Evershed and Hodson L . J . commented : 51 
" We ... feel boun d to disassociate ourselves from the 
more general observations of Denning L.J . at the end 
of his judgment, in which he has expressed his view 
( as we understand it ) that the performance on a man 
of an operation for s te rilisation , in the absence of 
some " just cause or excuse " ( as was not, in his view , 
shown to exist in the present case ) is an unlawful 
assault, an act criminal per se, to which consent 
provides no ans•:.rer or defence ." 
" In our view , these obse rvations are wholly inapplicable 
to operations for sterilisation as such , and we are not 
prepared to hold in the present case that such opera-
tions must be re garded as injurious to the public 
interest ." 52 
49 (1954) 3 All E. R. 59 at 67 
50 Stephen J . in R v Coney had said where a person inflicts 
an injury of such a nat u re or inflicts it in circumstances 
wh2re infliction is injur ious to the public as we ll as the 
person, consent of the pe~so n is not a defence ( 8Q . B . D. 534 
at 5L,9 ) See post . Gr ~, 
51 op . cit . at 63 
52 ibid at 6L, 
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That is the only reference in caselaw to the possibility of 
consent being raised as a defe~ce in the context of sterilisa-
tion . However, there are several statutory provisions and 
decisions which provide guidelines as to circumstances in which 
consent will not be a defence to a criminal charge . From an 
analysis of those provisions and the caselaw one may predict 
c,. ... l ;4"""'"" " t-"x,.:t,G·"'r : , .... <~ • . 
whether consentAmay b~,in~oked by a surgeon charged under one 
I ' 
of the above sections for performing a sterilisation . 
(a) Where consent is not a defence under statute 
It is provided in eacj of the following sections that 
the consent of the victim ~snot a defence to that 
charge . 
Crimes Act 1961 
s63 Infliction of dea~h 
slJl 
sl32 
sl33 
sl34 
sl39 
sl40 
sl41 
sl42 
s209 
s210 
a 
Intercourse ~ith girl who is living with the 
offender as a Se~ber of his family 
Sexual intercourse with a girl under 12 
Indecency with a girl under 12 
Sexual intercourse or indecency with a girl 
be~ween 12 an~ 16 
Indecent act bet~een woman of or over 21 and a 
P-irl u r Q',:,-~ 1 f-a ··- ....,; - - V 
Indecency bet~een a male over 21 and a boy 
under i6 
Indecency be~~een nales 
Sodomy 
Kidnapping of a child under 16 
Abduction of a child under 16 
It seems from the above, as a natter of public policy consent 
is not generally a defence to sexual intercourse and indecency 
\vi ~h a child and " indecency" be~·deen adults . Clearly there is 
no analogy bet~een any of the abo~e and sterilisation . 
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( b ) ·where consent is not a defence under caselaw 
Rv Conev53 
Two men held a knuckle fight before spectators who bet on 
the outcome. Both were charged with assault. The High Court 
held the contest was ile6al as a prize-fight and the consent 
of the other combatant, ~ss no defence to either charge. 
Stephen J . stated: 54 
"The principle as to consent seems to me to be this: When one person is indicted for inflicting personal injury upon another te consent of the person who sustains the injury is no defence to the person who inflicts the injury, if the injury is of such a nature or is inflicted unde~ such circur.stances that its infliction is injurio~s to the public as wel as the person injured. But the injuries given and received in prize-figts are injurious to the public both because it is against the public interest that the lives and the hea:_th of the combatants should be endangered by blows, and because prize-fights are disorderly exhibitio~s, mischievous on many obvious grounds.11 
Sterilisation is not inj~~ious co the public interest and is 
not a 11disorderly exhibi :,:.o:'."!11 • A surgeon performing such an 
f'" • ~ ·:_"? r operation~~Dtherefore ~~ nrecluded by che principles established I, -
in this case from invok:.~g consent as a defence. 
R  v Donovan 55 
The accused had privatel; caned a girl of 17 for the purpose 
of gratifying a form of sexual perversion. He was charged and 
convicted of common assa~lt and indecent assault. The Court of 
. 1 1J, l l C.-'"'·,..\ considered the acc·)sec.' s defence that. the girl had 
consented and held: 56 
53 
5Lr 
55 
56 
"As a general rule, a:._-::,hough it is a rule to which there are wel estab~:.shed excep~ions, it is an unlawful act to be,:;_-:, :;,~_o"'.:,'1er person with such a 
8  Q.B.D. 534 
ibid at 549 
(1934) 2  K.B. 498 
ibid at 507 
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degree of violence that the infliction of bodily 
harm is a probable consequence, and when such an 
action is proved, consent is immaterial ." 
The court noted 57 
" If an action is m3.lum in se in the sense in which 
Sir Michael Foster used the words, that is to say, 
is , in itself, unla-:rful, we take it to be plain that 
consent cannot convert it into an innocent act . 11 
Sir Michael Foster referred to a man who beats another 11 in 
anger or from preconceived malice " as doing an act malum in 
se . The court held Donovan beat the girl with the intention 
of doing her some bodily harm, what he did was malum in se 
and therefore her consent was no defence . 
The court considered bodily harm 58 
11 ••• has its ordinary neaning and includes any hurt 
or injury calculated to interfere with the health 
or com£ort of the prosecutor . Such hurt or injury 
need not be permanent, but mustJno doubt_, be more 
than merely transient and trifling . 11 
The majority of the court in Bravery v Bravery noted59 
11 In R v Doncvan ... there was some discussion of 
cases of assault being per se unlawful , to which 
consent would be no defence, but none of the 
examples given appears to bear any close analogy 
to an operation for sterilisation, which was 
nowhere mentioned . 11 
It is submitted this vie'.r is correct . 
60 R v McLeod 
In a "Wild West Si1o1d 11 for the purposes of an exhibition of 
marksmanship McLeod asked a volunteer to sit at some distance 
from him while he blew the ash from a cigarette in the mouth 
of the volunteer with a shot from a rifle . The volunteer moved 
as the shot was dischargeJ and suffered a serious injury . 
McLeod was charged '.vi t'.. 
5'/ 
58 
5S, 
60 
assault causing bodily harm 
common assault 
ibid at 5C8 
ibid at 509 
op . cit . at 64 
( 1915) 34 N. Z. L. R. L,.30 
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injuring a person in such circumstances that if death had 
been caused he would have been guilty of manslaughter 
On a case stated, the Court of Appeal held that the prisoner 
was guilty of the third ch~rge , for even though the sport was 
engaged in with the consent of the volunteer a lethal weapon 
was used in risky circumstances . The court in so deciding 
appeanzG1 to rely on other sporting parallels . Thus it noted : 61 
'' In England it has been said that engaging in a 
fight without gloves which ends in the death of one 
of the fighters would amount to manslaughter ." 
The court compareci this situation with a la.wful boxing match 
in which the opponents wear gloves . 
\62 The court statec , however, that 
''· .. ' even in lawful sports ' it is said in Russell on 
Crimes ' if the weapons used are of an improper and 
deadly nature the party killing would be guilty of 
1 ht _ II mans aug er, ,· ,. 
It is submitted a sterilisation operation w--ulD n.:i covered 
by this de-::.,,,-s,0,~1 ·' 
Burrell v Harmer 63 
The defendant tattooed devices on the arms of two boys aged 
12 and 13 . The wounds became inflamed and the defendant was 
convicted of causing bodily harm. The appellate court 
dismissed the appeal of the defendant , noting that the consent 
of the boys was no defence . They held that if a child of the 
age of understanding was unable to appreciate the nature of an 
act, apparent consent to it was no consent at all . 
In this case, therefore, ~here was no real consent as there was 
a lack of appreciation of the nature of the act of tattooing . 
Considerable emphasis is placed by the medical practitioner on 
ensuring patients prior to a sterilisation operation appreciate 
the nature and consequences of the operation . In ordinary events 
61 ibid at 434 
62 idem 
63 1967 Criminal Law Revie~ 169 
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therefore this case is inapplicable to sterilisation . 
It is the writer ' s view that the performance of a sterilisation 
operation is not analogous to the fact situations in any of 
the above cases , or similar to any offence to 1.-,.rhich consent :( J(:_ "< ! ;'," 
is by statute not a defence . It is therefore submitted 
that the consent of the patient may have been invoked o-,, - ck+ ·,c..:.. 
by a surgeon charged under sl96 , 188- 190 or 193 Crimes Act 1961 
with performing a sterilisation operation . 
It is the writer ' s vie~then;that even prior to the enactment 
of s2 Crimes Amendment Act 1977 the performance of sterilisation 
was lawful in New Zealand . 
o.\s 
I n the United Kingdom .afte r 1960 the prevailing view was that 
/o) 61 I 
sterilisation was la·\,rful . -+. Le ga l opinion sought by the 
I -Jt·~:.1 '-·t:.:-,.::..1.." 
English Medical Defence Unionrdeclared no offence would be 
committed under s47 Offences against the Person Act 1861 (U. ~ .) 
( assault occasioning actual bodily harm ) unless consent was 
absent . Counsel waa of the view that sl8 and s20 of that Act 
were not applicable . These provisions differed from the 
New Zealand provisions relating to infliction of bodily harm 
cited earlier . 
Sectionsl8 and 20 provide respectively 65 
"Whosoever shall unlawfully and maliciously by any 
means whatsoever wound or cause any grievous bodily 
harm to any person with intent to do some grievous 
bodi l y harm to any person ... shall be guilty of an 
offence . . . 11 
11Whosoever shall unlawfully and maliciously wound or 
inflict any grievous bodily harm upon any other person 
either with or without any weapon or instrument shall 
be guilty of a misderr:eanour .. . 11 
64 See for example Smith J . C. & Hogan B. Criminal Law ( 3 ed ) 
London, Butterworths, 1973 at 289 
65 Ss 18 and 20 were amended slightly in 1967 
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Counsel advising the English Medical Defence Union 
considered sterilisation was not an offence under those 
provisions as : 
- " unlawfully" meant forbidden by some definite law and there 
was no such definite prohibition 
- " bodily harm" means serious interference with comfort or 
health and sterilisation does not inflict such harm 
-."maliciouslyn means only with intent to inflict the 
particular kind of harm done 65a 
The Secretary of the English Medical Defence Union statect
66
: 
11 In view of this opinion, 1;1e now have no hesitation 
in advising members of the medical profession in 
Britain that sterilisation carried out merely on the 
grounds of personal convenience, in other words as 
· a convenient method of birth control, is a legitimate 
legal undertaking .n 
However , the British Medical Association concluded ~
67 
'
1 \he stat.e of the law on this subject is such that 
no- one can say with certainty what it is. 11 
"Whatever may be the la·,v on sterilisation it is clearly 
most desirable that the courts or Parliament should now 
declare it ." 
The statement had equal application in New Zealand . For 
although the prevailing view was that sterilisation was lawful 
the issue had never been tested in the courts . 
Uncertainty as to the legality of sterilisation limited the 
·availability of that operation - the Royal Commission noted 
for instance that vasectomies sought for socio- economic 
reasons or to safeguard the health of the patient ' s wife were 
not carried out in public hospitals in the Auckland Hospital 
Board area because of doubts as to the legality of the operation .
68 
The Depart.ment of Health in its submissions to the Royal 
Commission argued that slJ Hospitals Amendment Act 1973 was 
inLended to clarify the law, authorising the performance of 
65a Reported in 1960 British :Medical Journal at 1 - , .\ 
66 Cited in the Report of the Royal Commission op . cit . at 121 
67 1960 British Medical Jour~al at 1518 
68 Report of tne Royal Co:nmission op . cit . at 123 
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vasectomies in public hospitals. The Minister of Health in 
moving the second reading of the Bil stated 69 
"The important point to be covered by this clause is the legality of the operation known as vasectomy." 
Section 13 amended s77A Hospitals Act 1956 by adding the 
underlined words: 
11Any Board may agree to provide relief, care and treatment free of charge to any person .. who is otherwise prepared to undergo medical or surgical procedure or operation for the purpose of assisting ( a ) the relief and medical or surgical treatment of some other person, or .. or for any other lawful purpose ( b ) 70 
However, as the Royal Commission noted71 the section did not 
declare sterilisation operations To L-.0:. lawful. 
The Royal Commission recommended 72 
1 . That a clea~ statu~ory enactment be made declaring sterilisation of tne nale or female to be legal provided it is carried out with the consent of the patient. 
2 . That s61 of the Crimes Act 1961 be amended to protect from criminaJ responsibility a person performing a sterilisation operation for therapeutic reasons or not, with the consent of the patient. 
Se et ion 2  Crimes Ar'.!e:iciment Act 1977 1115(', ~~~ s61 Crimes Act 1961 
(\ section 61A: 
11( 1 ) Everyone is protected from criminal responsibility for performing with reasonable care and skil any surgical operation upon an person if the operation is performed 
~:~th the consent of that person, or of any person lawfuly entitled to consent on his behalf to the operation, and for a lawful purpose. 
(2) Without lir.:it,ing the term "lawful purpose" in sub-section (1) of t,his section, a surgical operation that is performed for the purpose of rendering the patient sterile is performed. for a lai'lful purpose." 
69 cited in the Report of the Royal Commission op. cit. at 124 
70 This section tas repealed and a substantialy similar section enacted in 1976 
71 Report of the Royal Cor~"'.l · ssion op. c i t . at 124 
72 ibid ac 128 
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Sections 7 and 9 Contraception , Sterilisation and Abort i on Ac t 
1977 were ena c ted at the same time . 
Section 7 de c lares that no- one has the c apa c ity t o c ons ent to 
a sterilisation operation upon a person wLo lacks the capacity 
to consent by r eason only of his age . 
Section 9 m3.kes i t unlawful for any person to require a borr ower 
or employee or his spouse to undergo a s teril i s at ion operati on 
as a condition of granting a l oa n or e n gag i ng h is servic es . 
Following t he ena c tment of s2 Crimes Amendment Ac t 1977 t he 
major fa c tor regul ating the availability of sterilisati on i s 
the imposition by the medical profession of requir ements which 
ap pli cants for steri lisation must satisfy . 
D CRITERT A IMPOSED BY TEE l/IBDICAL PROFESSION 
1 . Spousal Consent 
The Royal Commission recognised that it is undoubtedly desirable 
that a spouse c onsent to the sterilisation operation . They noted 
however , that there are situations in whi c h the consent i s refused -
often by a partner who has n o t previously displayed any noti ceable 
interest in preserving the stability of the marri age . They 
rec ommen ~d t hat it not be mandatory for a pra ctitioner to obtai n 
the c onse~t of the patie~ t ' s spouse to a sterilisation operation . 73 
The practice of Wellingto n gynae cologists and uro l ogists in this 
regard varies . 
Dr Sparro~ , of the Family Planning Asso c iation , stated that the 
the va s ectomy c lini c in \'lellington had never been approache d by 
a man seeking sterilisation without the consentof his wi fe . She 
C0!~3idered ~o,,,vever that the clini c may perform a vasectomy in 
tha t e ve n ~ , ~U T would emohasize to the patient that he may be 
placing ~is rrarriage i n je opardy . 
Five of the ten practicione~s surveyed stated they merely p r e f erred 
spou s al cons e nt to be obtained . Five noLed they required t he 
c on sent of the spouse . Two expressed concern over the possibility 
7 3 Re por:, of the Royal C::nnmission op . c i t . at, 13 2 
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of litigation if the consent of the spouse was not obtained . 
Urquhart- Hay7~onsidered a considered a consent form should 
be signed by husband and wife as : 
11 the wife ' s signature is to protect the husband 
from a divorce suit on the grounds of ' constructive 
desertion '. The view has been expressed (although 
the issue has never been tested in the courts ) that 
both the husband and wife might have a right of 
action in damages against the surgeon who sterilised 
one spouse either without the consent of, or in the 
face of a positive prohibition by, the other . 11 
It is proposed to consider several issues raised by the above 
statement -
( a ) f-1ay a person prevent his spouse from obtaining 
a sterilisation operation? 
'b ) What right of action does a person who not consent 
to the sterilisation of his spouse have against the 
practitioner who performed that operation? 
( c) Nay a person who has not consented to the sterilisation 
of his spouse seek a divorce upon that basis? 
'. a) Preventing a spouse from obtaining a sterilisation operation 
Section 61A Crimes Act 1961 renders the performance of a 
sterilisation operation performed with the consent of the 
patient lawful . There is no reference in that section or 
else~here to the necessity to obtain spousal consent to 
the operation . 75 It would therefore seem that a person 
has no basis upon which to prevent his spouse from obtaining 
L:: , ,~ t , •_.~, \ f- i .... {L C .._:.._, r l-
a sterilisation . This view is supported by ~h8 decision in 
./\ 
74 Urquhart -Hay , D. " Vasectomy : when and how" op . cit. at 
75 In the Unite?. _Ki_ngdom also this appears to be so . In 1973 
the Minister ~6f ~Health and Social Security, in response to 
a question in t,he House said 11 I am advised th9.t there is no 
legal requirement under English or Scottish law that the 
consent of the spouse must be obtained for sterilization 
of the partner." Cited in Polak, A.L . 11 A doctrinaire 
or a rationalistic approach ." 3 Family Law 'gt, r,r .:: 7 
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Paton v Paton 76 . In that case a husband applied for an 
injunction against his estranged wife and the trustees of 
the British Pregnancy Advisory Service to prevent his wife 
from having a legal abortion . The High Court Judge held 
the Abortion Act 1967 gave no right to the husband to be 
consul ted in respect of a termination of pregnancy and 
stated : 76a 
" The husband in my view has no right whatsoever , 
certainly no right enforceable in law or in equity 
to stop his wife having the abortion nor to stop 
d o ctors carrying out that abortion ." 
It is suggested, by analogy, that in the absence of any 
provision relating to spousal consent, a person may not 
prevent his spouse obtaining a sterilisation operation . 
(b ) Act ion by Spouse against Practitioner 
As noted above , under s61ACrimes Act 1961 sterilisation is 
lawful and there is nowhere a requirement for spousal consent . 
In the absence of negligence, there is no c ivil wrong to the 
patient , and in the writer ' s view no legal basis upon which 
a person may complain of a wrong to him occasioned by the 
performance of a ste~ilisation operation on his spouse . 
In the United States a husband who did not consent to the 
performance of a sterilisa tion operation on his wife brought 
an (unsuccessful ) ac t ion against the phsyciain for damage to 
76b · bl th · · his right of consortium. Even if app1i ca e is course is 
not available in New Ze a l a nd as section 5 ( 2 ) Accident 
Compensation Act 1972 3.bolishes the cause of action for loss 
of consortium . 
76 Reported in' The Tir.i.es · 25 r.:ay 1978 ,\.I ' 
7 6a ibid at 2 
76b Murray v Vandeva n der post at 64 
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(c ) Sterilisation without spousal consent - a basis for divor ce? 
There is no Ne~ Zealand authority whi ch suggests the obtaini ng 
C(-'" . . ,-_.c ~ 
of a sterilisatio:1. ·.ii thout the consent , or i n the fact of 
t' 
opposition , of a spouse , may be grounds for divorce . 
There is English dicta to the effect that such a course of a ction 
may give rise to an action for divorce on the basis of cruelty . 
I n Bravery v Braverv77 the parties married in 1934 and had a 
child in 1936 . Two years later , for personal non- medical reasons 
the husband obtained a sterilisation operation . In 1951 his wife 
l eft and subsequently sued for divorce alleging the obtaining 
of a sterilisat i on operation by her husband , without her consent , 
constituted cruelty . The Court of Appeal held she failed to 
estab l ish cruelty as there was no evidence that the operation 
was performed against her wishes or that she suffered in health 
by reason of the operation, but they noted generally : 78 
''( a )s between a husband and wife for a man to submit 
himse l f to such a process without good medical reason 
would , no doubt, unless his wife were a consenting 
party , be a grave offe~ce t.o her which could without 
difficulty be shown to be a curel act , if it were found 
to have injured her health or have caused reasonable 
apprehension of such injury . It is also not difficult 
to i magine that if a I1usbani submitted to such an 
operation \,J,\ho-...'r' -s~e ·:rife ' s consent, , and if the latter 
desired to have children, the hurt would be progressive 
to the nerves and he3.lth of the wife ; " 
They noted the operat-io!l had " obviously grave potentialities" 
for the parties to the marriage . 79 
Denning J ., dissenting , considered the wife had established 
cruelty : 
77 
78 
79 
8G 
81 
" I cannot think of ar:ything rr.ore disruptive of a 
marriage than for a party to sterilise himself in 
this way," 80 
" If the husband had undergone it without telling his 
wife about it. beforehand, no one could doubt that it 
would be cruelt.y . 11 81 
op . cit. . 
ibid at 61 
ibid at 64 
ibid a LJ 66 
j_bid at, 67 
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( i ) Constructive desertion 
In New Zealand cruelty in itself is not a ground for divorce 
hut in view of the above dicta, submitting to a sterilisation 
operation without the consent of a spouse may be a sufficiently 
S \Jc ... . --:-....._ 
grave course of action to enable +he,\.-{\ to obtain a divorce on the 
grounds of constructive desertion. Under this doctrine , if 
one spouse behaves in such a manner that the other is virtual ly 
compelled to leave, the first may be held in constructive 
desertion . 
Section 21 (1 ) Matrimonial Proceedings Act 1963 provides : 
TI 
A petition for divorce/whether the marriage is 
governed by New Zealand la-,i or not/ may be presented 
to ~he court on one or more of the following grounds , , _, ,.., h d ano no ot er groun ... 
I\ 
( c ) That the respondent without just cause has 
wilfully deserted the peti~ioner , and without just 
cause has left the petitioner continuously so 
deserted for two years or more. 
There is no reference in s2l ( l)(c) to constructive desertion 
· 82 but the doctrine is accepted in New Zealand . 
There must be , in order to invoke the doctrine, de facto 
separation for t,,10 years, conduct i'Thich is equivalent to 
driving the complainant a1,'fay and an intention on the part of 
the re ~aining spouse to bring co- habitation to an end . 
De fac~o separation 
This usually involves the complainant physically leaving the 
dwelling but it is sufficient if there has been a total cessation 
of co:13.bitation . In Dempster ~r Dempster 83 Gresson J. in the 
Supre~e Court noted : 
" It is rarely that it can be held there is desertion by 
one or other spouse when the parties are living under the 
same roof . But ... there can be desertion when the only 
elemen~ of living together is that they were actually residing~ 
82 See, for example, Franklin v Fr.a.nklin [1930_ N. Z. 1 . R. 900 
A. v A. [J_93Qj N. Z.L.R . .'.:>10 
83 ~91.,,~ N. Z. L. R. 857 at 858 
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one house with no physical separation bet,,reen the 
parts of the house in which they were living 
r espectively . 11 
Conduct 
Various formulations of the test for determining Nhether the 
conduct of the remaining spouse was sufficiently grave to hold 
him in constructive desertion have been put forward . :_:,1, Jc..~l'Jr, E;_,,,-,.::,,~, , 
in Saunders v Saunders 84 reviewed several recent authorities 
and held : 
11 The generally accepted test of what conduct amounts to 
constructive desertion is this : has the defendant been 
guilty of such grave and weighty misconduct that the 
only sensible inference is that he knew that the com-
p l ainant would in all probability withdraw permanently 
from cohabitation with him if she acted like any reason-
ab l e person in her position ." 
I t is clear certain extre~e behaviour will be sufficiently grave 
to enable a complainan0 to invoke this doctrine . 
Thus in Lang v Lang 85 1.-r:iere a husband physically abused his 
wife , " forced sexual in-.:,e~course on her in circumstances of 
calculated and revolting indignity11 and told her that he was 
going to " use her for the same purpose whenever he wanted to 
86 l,.:..,,_,,,~, 
and as often as he wanted to 11 the 17.-- '"''( noted there was 
not the slightest questio~ that the conduct ~as sufficient . 86a 
The " irritating idiosyncracies" of a spouse , however , " are 
1_.,1 Y',,( '.·, e-v .. ) .:, ,,._-,.._,~ <· ··'.}·::]- ', 87 
part of the lottery 1.'\ {\ c..-, ''" ~' ·'·-j '''C: " and do hot provide a basis 
for a cons0ructive desertion action . 
''( They ) may so get o~ the wife ' s nerves that she leaves 
as a direct conseouence of them but she would not be 
justified in doing so . 11 88 
Be0·1·reen such extrerrle' 1:rhetier in any case conduct is sufficiently 
grave and weighty is a question of fact . 
8/_,. ll 96{1 1 All E .R. 838 at 841 
85 r1955' A. C. L1,02 
86 ibid at, L~20 86a ibid at 428 
8 7 ibid at 418 
88 icem 
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The behaviour of one spouse in each of the cases below was 
sufficiently grave . 
i/Tinnan v 1ilinnan 89 A wife kept 25- 30 cats . They roamed over 
the house which smelt badly from their excretions . Her husband 
asked her to get rid of them but she replied that cats were her 
life and her pleasure and that she preferred cats to him . He 
left . His wife was held to be in constructive desertion . 
A V A 90 A husband suffering from venereal disease insisted 
with his wife . The wife , acti_ng on medical advice on cohabiting 
had refused to continue to live with him . 
~?-~ i'~ 
Th~ Court held the 
/\ 
husband was in constructive desertion . 
Bodell v Bodell 91 The husband went overseas in the service 
of the armed forces . During his absence his wife took in a 
male boarder . Following his return the husband suspected on 
reasonable grounds that his wife was c ommitting adultery with 
the boarder and requested her to get rid of him . The wife 
r\. t~c-" ~ .J 
persistently refused and the husband left . the Supreme Court held 
the wife was in constructive desertion . 
Hall v Hall 92 The marriage of the parties was unhappy as a 
result of the drinkfu1g habits of the husband, who was frequently 
drunk, returning home late at nights and causing disruption . 
He was held to be in constructive desertion . 
The above give some indication of the degree of seriousness 
required before the conduct of a spouse will be considered 
sufficiently grave . However as there is no similarity between 
. which have 
any circumstances; given rise to an action in constructive 
desertion and the situation where one spouse has obtained a 
sterilisation operation without the consent of his partner , a 
revievr of the casela1v is of little assistance in determining 
whether that conduct is sufficiently grave . It is the writer ' s 
vie~ tha~ in certain circumstances a court would hold it is 
89 fj94~ P . 174 
90 [19 39] N. Z. L. R. 510 
91 8 9 5:~ H. Z. L. R. 318 
92 TIJ6?J 3 All E. R. 518 
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sufficient . In Bravery v Bravery the court was of the view 
that obtaining a sterilisation operat i on without the consent 
of a spouse may be grounds for divorce on the basis of cruelty . 
In order to succeed on thi s ground in the United Kingdom a 
complainant must show his spouse has been guilty of grave and 
weighty misconduct and as a r esul t the c omplainant has suffered 
injury to health or that there is reasonable apprehens i on 
thereof . The Court of Appeal in Bravery v Brave ry must have 
therefore considered the obtaining of a sterilisation by one 
spouse with the consent of the other as grave and weighty 
misconduct . It would therefore probabl y be grave and weighty 
misc onduct for the purpose of constructive desertion . 
It is submitted that where one party is sterilised without 
the consent of the other this may be sufficiently grave . 
Whethe r i t is will depend upon the facts of the case . 
Contrast two situations : 
a ) When the parties marry , the wife desires and expects at 
soma time to bear children . Husband a n d wife have never 
discussed this matter . Se ve ral weeks later the husband 
undergoe s sterilisation without the cons e nt of the wife . 
b ) The husband and wife have bee n married 10 years and have 
8 children . The h usband conside rs he cannot support 
further children and undergoes sterilisation without 
consulting his wife . 
In de termining whether conduct is grave , there is a strongly 
objec t ive eleme nt . Thus in the test formulat e d in Saunders v 
Sauncie rs the court r e fers to the compla inant acting " like 
.2,: ·, 
any reasonable person in her p osition". Lord Reid in Gollins v 
Gollins 93 ref e rs to r.)nduct "which no ordinary woman would 
t o l e ra t e ". Diplock L . J . ln Hall v Hall 94 notes "· .. the c onduct 
must be such that a reasonable spouse in the circums tances and 
environmen t of these spouses could not be expected to continue 
t o e n d1..1_r e ." 
92.a ant e at 33 
93 [19SLJ A. C. 644 at 666 
94 oo . cit . at 526 
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It is a reasonable expectation , based on general practice , 
that, in the absence of an indication to the contrary, 
parties to a marriage will procreate . A reasonable woman 
may well withdraw from cohabitation in the first situation 
above , and it is submitted a corrt would be likely 
to find the conduct of the husband sufficiently grave . 
In the second situation, a court is less likely to come to 
that conclusion. 
Intention to bring co-habitation to an end 
It is most improbable that a person undergoing a sterilisation 
operation without the c onsent , or c ontrary to the wishes, of 
his spouse intends to bring co-habitation to an~nd . Generally 
his intention will be solely to become medically incapable of 
procreation for one of many reasons . He may not direct his 
mind to the effects of this upon his marriage , or if he does 
he may not desire to terminate the marriage . Nevertheless , 
it is possible in this situation that for the purposes of 
constructive desertion, a spouse 11 :ii.ntends 11 to bring co-habitation 
to an end . 
The requirements of 11 intention 11 were discussed in Lang v Lang 
in which case, as noted earlier, the husband seriously abused 
and humiliated his wife and threatened to continue to do so . 
There was no doubt that his conduct was sufficiently grave . 
However, the husband maintained he did not intend or wish her 
to leave and in fact , once she had left, wrote letters begging 
.her to return . 
The Privy Council held that prima facie a man who treats his 
wife with gross brutality may be presumed to intend the con-
sequences of his acts . Such an inference may be rebutted, but 
if the only evidence is of con~inuous c ruelty and no evidence 
in rebuttal is given, the natural and almost inevitable inference 
is that the husband intended to drive out his wife . 
The Privy Council considered 95 
95 op . cit. at 429 
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" If the husband knows the probable result of his acts 
and persists in them , in spite of warning that the 
v,,rife v;il l be c ompelled to leave the home and, indeed , 
as in the present case has expressed an intention of 
c ontinuing his c ondu c t ... that is enough however 
passionately he may desire or request that she should 
remain . His intention is to act as he did , whatever 
the consequen ces though he may hope and desire that 
they will not produce their probable effect ." 
" a high degree of probability ( that separat ion 
will result ) is required but no more . 11 
Thus it seems that if a person knows that there is a high 
degree of probability that~~ result of his undergoing a 
sterilisation his spouse Nill leave him , he i ntends this . 
This remains the test to date96 . However , Lord Reid in 
Gollins v Gollins , interpreting the de cision in Lang v Lang 
adds that such c onduct should be p~rsued without just cause 
or excuse . 97 
Again , whether this test is satisfie d depends on the facts of 
the case . If a person consults his spouse to ascertain her 
_'!.,·l <:r ·,:.. c.\:)J<:Lt-:..J 
view on t~e proposed sterilisation , .threatening to leave if 
t (I~! ' I\ 
he puraues ii~ Aihis will probably be a sufficient basis upon 
which to find he kne w that if he obtained the sterilisation 
she would probably leave him . Ormero dL. J. in Hall v Hall 
notes98 
\\ . 
Evidence of warnings may well be of value to help 
the cou~t to decidewhat is the real reaction of 
the other spouse to the conduct complained of, .. r 11 
tut he quotes Lord Green~in Buchler v Buchler 99 to the effect 
that rr if c onduct is not a justification for one spouse to l eave 
S1.. ... ~t , 
another it cannot be made by threats of this kind.~ 
I 
/\ 
Where a person does not consult his spouse , it will be more 
difficult -r,o prove that person knew his spouse would pr0bably 
leave and fac-r,ors such as his knowledge of her desire , or 
expectation, to have children or further children would be 
relevant . 
96 See e . g . Lord Diplock in Hall v Hall op . cit 
Lord Simon in Saunders vSaunders op . cit . 
97 op . cit . at 666 
98 op . ci-r, . at 522 
99 1947 F 25 at 45 
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In Summary, in order to succesj in an action for divorce 
based on constructi7e desertion a complainant must satisfy 
requirements relating to de facto separationJand misconduct:, 
and an intention to bring co- habitation to an end on the 
part of the re~sini~g spouse. It is the writer ' s view that 
it may be grave and ':Teighty misconduct to undergo sterilisation 
without the consenG of a spouse . Whether it is so depends 
upon the facts of the case . In certain circumstances the 
intentional element may be satisfied but again this is 
dependant upon particular facGs . 
(ii ) " No fault " Divorce 
There has been some suggestion that the grounds for divorce 
in New Zealand may be changed to a no-fault basis . The 
National Party in its 1975 Manifesto stated lOO 
" National will legislate for the granting of a 
divorce where tte court is satisfied, after a two 
year compulsory ~aiting period, that the marriage 
has irrec~ncilab~y broken down . The legislation 
will require consulGation a.nd a genuine attempt 
at reconciliati on buG ~ill not reouire proof of 
fault, ." ~ -
The Secretary for Justice subsequently commissioned Patricia 
Webb to prepare a report and recommendations on legislation 
to replace the Matr~~onial Proceedings Act 1963 and Domestic 
Proceedings AcG 1968 . She consideredlOl that the ground for 
dissolution be along the lines of the Australian provisions -
i . e . in terms of a~ irretrievable breakdown . 
If this becomes the sole ground for divorce it may, as Buddin 
102 suggests- , be argled that 
11 
, •• the failure o: spouses to agree as to whether one 
of them should be sterilized would amount to irret-
rievable breakdo~n of marriage so as to enti0le the 
disappointed spouse to institute proceedings for 
dissolution of :!".arriage . . '' 
100 National Party Manifesto ( !975 ) at 41 
101 Webb, P . Re7ie~ of ~atrimonial Law Wellington 
Department of Justice 1977 at 15 
102 Buddin, T . 111fol untar-y St,erilisation" in Finlay H A. 
Family Planni~~ and the Law ( 2 ed ) Sydney, Butterworths 
1978 16L at lo5 
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103 
The writer concurs in the view of Citron who notes : 
" Although in practic:; courts rarely look behind 
the sheer allegation of narital disharmony , if. 
the need arose the spouse could support his or 
her charge by asserting that/as the disagreement 
concerned procreativity of the relationship , it 
struck the core of the marriage . Deep disharmony 
on so central an issue ~ould approach irrebutable 
proof _ of marital breakdo\'Tn . 11 
( d ) Decree of Dissolution on the basis of Non- consum~ation 
It was once considered tjat where a husband or wife continuously 
used contraceptives, there could not be consummation of the 
marriage and a degree of ~ullity could be obtained . In J . v J!04 
this principle was extended to allow a decree of nullity to be 
granted on the basis of ~~n- consummation where one party obtained 
a sterilisation operation prior to marriage . In that case, 
some months before the marriage of the parties , the husband 
sought a sterilisation ooeration . The doctor requested the 
future wife ' s consent . Sie initially refused to sign the 
consent form as she desired children but eventually ~greed , 
exacting from her husba~~ a promise that he would wait until 
after the marriage by ~h~ci time she hoped to be able to 
persuade him against t~is course . He nevertheless obtained a 
sterilisation operation o~ which his wife became aware six 
weeks before the wedding . She did not realise she had grounds 
for seeking a decree of ~~llity until 1945 , at which stage she 
C ~ I ' ' t) 111, . 10 5 
left . The>c~urt applied Co~en v Cowen in which case it ' ,, 
was decided that a i~sband who had insisted on using a 
contraceptive when intercourse took place , had wilfully 5~fused 1 0 
to consummate the marriage . The court in J . v J . noted that 
the husband 
104 
105 
106 
11 in the prese~~ case effected by the operation the 
same result which co~ld have been effected by the use 
of a contraceptive or. each successive occasion . 11 
-, 
ll 94 ~- 2 All E.R. /, 1 ....,..,, 
.1946 1 P . 36 
-~ 
op . cit . at 44 
103 Citron, R . 11 A Spou.se ' s Right to Marital Dissolution 
Predicated on the ?3.!"ties Contraceptive Surgery" 
23 r.Ie1.1 York La-.·1 Sc:1 o.i. Law Review 99 at 109 
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The House of Lords in Baxter v B3.Xter lO? overruled both 
Cowen v Cowen and J . v J . , Viscount Jowett noting that he 
did not think the decision in J . v l · could be supported . 
The House held that where there had been complete conjunction 
of bodies, the marriage was consummated even though, in that 
case, the ·wife had refused to permit intercourse without the 
us e of a condom . 
In the light of Baxter v Baxter it is no longer possibls 
where one party has been sterilised prior to marriage, to 
obtain a decree of dissol:tion on the basis of non- consummation. 
2 . Other criteria imposed by the medical profession 
No guidelines or criteria for sterilisation are imposed by 
the New Zealand Medical Association . 
Responses to the first question in the survey of gynaecologists 
and urologists in Wellington
108 indicates there is considerable 
variation in the criteria imposed by practitioners in assessing 
the suitability of a patjent for sterilisation . 
One urologist required only that. a patient and his spouse 
10° (who must consent ) be over 21 / and understand the nature 
and consequences of the operati~n . All practitioners but the 
above preferred satisfaction of age/parity criteria expressing 
views which ranged from " the patient is entitled to sterilisa-
tion unless they are very young i.1ith few or no children" · to 
a preference for a patian~ to be aged 30 with 2 or 3 children. 
Three practitioners preferred the children to be of school age . 
There appears to be varying flexibility in applying these 
criteria . Ot1e gynaecologist stated his criteria were " very 
flexible 11 - he would , for instance, sterilise a woman of 25 
who had 4 children or a vrnr:1a::1 1,·rith no contraceptive discipline . 
107 
108 
109 
r , 
L1__94§__; A.G . 274 
ante at 1 
This age appea~s on the consent form of that practitioner 
to be signed as follo -·rs: 
" I of being o-er the age of 21 years hereby 
consent to undergo t.he operation of bilateral vasectomy ... 11 
The wife similarly affirms she is over 21 . This seems an 
anomaly as the age of majority is now 20 . 
- Ll-
A.1.0 the r r~'")t,ed his criteria n 1ray be wai v-2d for soec:_±:'ic rea.:3ons 11 -
,.-,'iich indic.3.tes prssumably less vrillingness to .-rai--2 cr2-te.c"ia . 
Generally t,he factors listed \!ere said to be guide:.ines onl . 
Six of L19 t,en practitioners surveyed emphasized t~e riecess:_ty 
for a s~a~le union between th~ patient and his spo~se be~ore 
~ .~ri~lo~tion would be con idered . One stqtsd ' . . t,1llS l desirable 
11 c".i.t> a ch·---...:,J;e of spouse may require further .::hildren~1 • 
'..)ver tl-..e , J.:;-;:, five years , the demand f or sterilisa1:;io£1 has 
increasea as it has become a more widelJ accepted ~sthod of 
contrac,:;o ·~ion. There has been some criticism of the rigidity 
of the ce ical profession in apply ing criteria to assess ~ha 
• 1 -- • , • .L f ·1· . 110 suitaoLL.J..;:,y 01 a patienl. or steri isat ion- . The writer 
considereJ th2 combination of these two factors may have resultedin 
praci.:;.itir .:::: _ s imposing less stringent criteria now than possibly 
five ye ars aga . Howeve r, only t wo indicated thei~ criteria 
had cha~~3d ~~ this period . 
Dr Sparroi·l nct:. ed the Family Planning Associat ion vasectomy clinic 
in Well ~~;~sn i ad no stric t criteria but l ooked ~arefully at a 
person Jna ~f the followin g categories: 
a) un,ls r 25 
b) not married 
c) who had never had children 
d) h ·r t111 w ose wi e was pregnan 
) . ' . 1 d . ff' . lt . 112 e w1t.n marita i _icu ie s 
f ) with strong religious views 113 
E I NC IDENCE OF PATIENT REGRET FOLLOWTNG STERILISATTOJ\J 
Dr Sparrow probably voi ces the general reason for ~mposing 
the above criteria - s he c omments that the Family Planning 
Association likes to operate the vasectomy clinic with as 
little pat ient regret as possible . She adds that evifence 
110 e . g . Report of the Ro:·a.l Commission op . c it . at ', ,~ 
111 7~ __ ::, :i.s on the basis of t.he possibility of the ':'fife losing 
tl:t.· chilC.: .c'o llm-Jing ster.i.lisat,ion of tha husb·~-~cl . 
lL~ Th=>se at,ient;::; may be referraJ to lnve an1 ps; ch-:-, - ss.x:ual 
p_-.::;ble:n~ 1 -'.)ok-s:l. at, i--i .:..l1othe . .c set':.-.il!_; . 
113 ~ 1 2 off Leia:'... ch11rch doc 1_.rine of severa.1 :,(·.,:;- s is t}13. t 
· :.,e ~'ilj_sa t ion is immo r"tl. T .1e le :l,,,~ ... · oi' ~ .e Roin:1n 
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suggests psychological problems or regret are more likely 
to occur where the above guidelines are not followed . Two 
practitioners specifically echoed this sentiment - one 
commenting that he preferred 1.-wmen to be over JO with three 
children on the bas is t·ha ~, -i~ Swede~-:)o,fo of women sterilised 
before that age came back for reconstruction . Another 
expressed the same preference on the basis of a further study 
which showed 90% of women seeking reversals were sterilised 
under JO . The following section looks at evidence of post-
operative regret related to personal characteristics of the patient 
1 . Female sterilisation 
There are many difficulties in attempting to show or disprove 
that women who have undergone sterilisation at an early age 
or with few or no children regret that decision . 
Several factors may bias results of studies in this area : 
a) The studies reported below survey samples which consist 
of patients sterilised for medical, psychiatric and 
social reasons . The ttriter found no study in which 
the sa::nple consisted solely of patients sterilised 
llL for social reasons · The practice of surveying 
such mixed samples may bias results in the following 
way . Evidence sugges~s those sterilised for reasons 
of medical necessity are more likely to express dis-
• n · 115 m · f 1 · h satis1action- . 'lnis group requent y contains t ose 
who are young and who have few or no children . If those 
seeking therapeutic s~erilisation are in the younger age 
range the results will show an association between youth 
and l ow parity,and dissatisfaction . This is misleading 
if one is atte~pting to associate age and dissatisfaction 
in the context of social sterilisation . 
b) Some samples include ~omen sterilised immediately after 
114 The study by Kopit and Barnes - post at 4·~ - may have 
but this is not clear from the report 
115 See e . g . S x::lies of 
r,. 
::::iirr:, 
post at ... _ .. \ L ~ LI • 
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b . 116 an a ortion . Any psychological after-effects may be 
due to the abortion rather than sterilisation . 
c) Follow up periods vary in the studies below from two 
months to several years . This factor may bias results 
as psychological difficulties may only last several 
months, or may not appear for some t i me . 
The study frequently cited as a starting point in l ooking at 
evidence of psychological after- effects of sterilisation 
i s by Hans Binder in 1937 . 117 His sample consisted of 128 
women sterilised for medi cal , 22 sterilised for eugenic and 
143 sterilised for social, reasons . The study revealed four 
patient groups : 
advantages completely predominant , no 
disadvantages or only slight 
advantages outweigh disadvantages but 
disadvantages are considerable 
disadvantages outweight advantages 
disadvantages completely predominant 
Contraindications included : 
Youthful age ( under 35 ) 
smal l number of children 
deep neurosis before sterilisation 
bad marriage before sterilisation 
where wife does not really wish operation 
but is urged by husband, or does not want 
any more children from an unloved husband 
strong mother drive of the woman 
tendency to hypochondriac attitude 
indication of religious view which sees 
sterilisation as sinful 
differentiated , exceptionally feminj_ne-
motherly women . 
60% 
JO% 
7% 
3% 
1 1 8 Thompson ~ conducted a follovr- up of 186 sterilised vromen , 
49 of whom had contemporaneous termination of pregnancy . 
116 e . g . in the study by Kopit & Barne- - post at L ~ 
46% of the sample had therapeutic abortion prior to 
sterilis:1tion . 
117 reported in Wolf R . C." LegJ.l and Psychiatric Aspects of 
Voluntary Sterilisation11 3 Journal of Family Law 103 
118 Thompson, B. TT Folloi:r Up of 186 Sterilised Women" 1968 
Lancet 1023 
She divided the sample into those who : 
regretted termination 
regretted sterilisation 
regretted the circumstances that made sterilisation 
necessary 
were satisfied . 
Eight women regretted being sterilised : 
1 had been widowed and now wished children by a second husband 
1 had only one child by her second husband before sterilisation 
and wished for more now as this would ease family relationships 
1 woman ' s baby di ed a few months after a post- partem sterilisation 
1 woman had a stil l born child , but the couple insisted on 
s teri l isat i on - a decision later regretted 
2 fe l t lost after the youngest child started school . 1 was a 
Roman Catholic and felt guilty about being sterilised . 
Both had medical and social probleills 
1 was seriously disabled and maladjusted 
l expressed vague feelings of guilt 
Fifteen women regretted ths circumstances that made sterilisation 
necessary - 11 had been sterilised on medical grounds, 3 on grounds 
of extreme debility . 
Thompson noted the results ·Here least satisfactory when the 
grounds for sterilisation were specifically medical, psychiatric 
or obstetric alone . 
r .i..~teen women regretted not being sterilised earlier . 
Thompson reports a " striking association" between satisfaction 
d . . n ·1 · 119 b 11 ·1 · t · an increasing ra~i_y size , ut notes age at steri isa ion 
b 1 . 1 . . d . . . If 120 seems to ere ative y unimportant in etermining reactions . 
lr · d B 121 · . d 139 t " 1 f 1 87 \.8p1 t an arnes 1nterv1e-vre ou O.L a samp e o 
119 Her results shm·i : 
93% of pa tie:'1 ts with I+ or 5 children were satisfied 
75% It !! 3 II ff II 
66% ff II 2 II II II 
120 ibid at 1026 
121 Kopit, S . and Barnes, A. B. " Patients ' Response to Tubal 
Division" 236 Journal of the American Medical Association 
2761 
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women who had obtained a sterilisation operation . The most 
common reason given by the pa~ient for seeking sterilisation 
was that she had enough children . There is no indication 
given of the grounds on which the remainder sought sterilisation . 
The ages of the women ranged from 22 to 46 , and 46% had con-
temperaneous therapeutic abortion . One hundred and nineteen 
(85 . 6% ) said they were satisfied with their decision, 17 (12 . 2% ) 
had ambivalent feelings (although 12 said they would have made 
the same decision again ) and 3 (2 . 2% ) regretted the operation . 
More than half said they would have liked the operation earlier . 
The authors found no substantial differences in answers to 
questions regarding age, gravi~ity , parity, religion and 
feelings aboutfemininity between those who were satisfied and 
those who expressed regret . 
Sim, Emens & Jordan 122 conducted a follow up of 151 women 
who had been sterilised 1- 3 years earlier for social and 
gynaecological reasons . One hundred and forty- six (96 . 7% ) 
expressed themselves as completely satisfied and 5 (3 . 3% ) 
as dissatisfied . 
The authors analyzed the personal characteristics of th~se 
who expressed dissatisfaction : 
1 . Patient aged 35, of limited intelligence, with a 
strong cultural resistance to the operation 
2 . Patient aged 32 with l child, strong cultural resistance 
to the operation 
3 . Patient aged 38 with two children, depressed after an 
abortion 
4. Patient aged 28 with two children . Financial state 
improved after sterilisa0ion . 
5 , Patient aged 29 with two children . Patient claimed 
frigidity because of fea~ of childbirth - sterilisa-
tion did not remove the frigidity . 
Tney note 11 From our limited experience the most stubborn cases 
of dissatisfaction and regret ,.,1ere women sterilised because of 
a medical condition, but who would have wished to have more 
children . 11 12 3 
Sim, : ·. , 'JTI~n"-', ?. '. 8T. ~ ,Torden, 
Aspects of ~em~lc Steriliaatioti' 
!.iP.dicril ~Tou1"n'll 2 :20 
J. _;:,_ , ,i :' sychi,.: tric 
197) 3 :Sritish 
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The authors concluded they had achieved good results and 
'' on the bssis of this study ~e believe odverse psychiatric 
senuelae c2n be kept to a r:1 inimuin \'!ith coreful selection of 
- 1 2J, -
patients" . ~They su-2:gested: 
1. the p2t i ent should oe over 30 and if younser should 
have had t~o or ~ore children 
2 . the opera tio r_ shol,ld not be :performed et childbirth 
3. the patient should not be suffering from post-abortive 
de:ciressj_on 
4 . the patient should be culturally adjusted to the 
operation 
5. the operation shoulo not be undertaken for frigidity. 
12r 
Enoch and Jones ) surveyed 98 sterilised women - 34 had 
requested the operation on the b2sis of high parity or for 
other reasons ( incluoing minor obstetrical problems) and 
64 were advised to undergo sterilisation, mainly for medical, 
obstetrical or psychiatric reasons . Seventy-six percent 
said they were satisfied, 21% regretted the operation sometimes 
and 3% regretted the operat~on constantly . Those women who 
asked for the op::::ratio:'1 fared best - none of the " constant 
regret " group had requested the operation . 
None of the wornen expsrienced any religious difficulties 
arising from belief . Tne authors note: 126 
" Those with a prev::..ous history of psychiatri c 
illness were found to be particularly susceptible 
to psychiatric illness post-operatively ." 
Enoch and Jones concluded: 127 
"· .. age was not fo~nd to be an important factor 
in any of the results . There was, however, consider-
able increase in t~e incidence of regret when the 
woman had less than two children. 11 
124 ibid at 220 
125 Enoch, D. and Jones, K. " Sterilization: A review of 
98 sterilised 1:WP.1.en " .: 3ritish Journal of Psychology 5g:; 
126 ibid at 586 
127 ibid at 586 
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Conclusions 
The above findings appear contradictory in relation to the 
L' n f 128 d l . . b 1. f' 129 H l eiiect o age- an re_~giaus e 1e_s . owever t1ere 
appears to be general agreement that the highest incidence 
of regret is amongst those who are sterilised for medical 
reasons, have psychological problems before sterilisation or 
have a small number of children. 
In view of the possible bias occurring through the analysis 
of rr,ixed samples , it is difficult to draw any def inite c on-
clusions . In addition it is clear the writer has been unable 
to locate all the relevant research - two gynaecologists noted 
they had seen studies which shcwed 900/o of pat.iants seeking 
reversal were sterilised before the age of JO and 20% of those 
sterilised under JO subsequently sought reversals . The writer 
could no t find either stuiy . This suggests age of the patient 
may be a more important factor than the above research indicates . 
As the availability of sterilisation is regulated by the medical 
profession U?On the basis that there is a high incidence of 
regret among those who fail to fulfill age / parity criteria, it 
is necessary to point to evidence of that correlation. For 
this purpose, valid conclusions may only be drawn from an 
analysis of more carefully selected samples - those including 
only patients seeking ste~ilisation for social reasons, who 
have not undergone conte ~poraneous termination of pregnancy. 
2 . Male Sterilisation 
Some authors view \vomen as being more able than men to cope 
130 
Forbes c0ns~ders : psychologically with sterilisation operations . 
'' me~ are orten emo t io~ally unstrung by the surgery . 
Confusing fertility, virility and masculinity , otherwise 
indolent husbands feel compelled to lif. - weights , wear 
crew cuts, jog and flex their muscles to demonstrate 
128 Compare the studies of Enoch & Jones,(ante at 46 ), Kopit. & 
Barne s (ante at 44 ) and Thompson (ante at 43 ) with those of 
Sim, Emens & Jordon ( ante at 45 ) and Binder (ante at 43 ) 
129 Compare the studies of Kopit & Barnes and Enoch & Jones 
withthose of Binder and Thompson 
13 0 Forbes, P . R . 11 Voluntary Sterilisation of Women As A 
Right '' 18 De Paul La~ Review 5 0 at 561 
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their equality with men who can still impregnate 
their wives . Women ... are much more sensible from 
a psychological point of view . They do not usually 
c onfuse the feminine role with reproductive capacity 
after they have given birth to a number of children . TI 
Research into the psychological after- effects of vasectomy 
does not bear this out . The surveys of vasectomy patients 
do not suffer from the dra~backs noted in relation to studies 
of female patients - although there is no indication given 
in any of the studies belo·,v of the reasons for seeking vasectomy 
it is assumed that these are almost exclusively social since 
vasectomy is not frequently performed for medical reasons . 
There appear to be fewer studies in relation to incidence of 
regret following vasectomy, although the size of sample in 
each study is much greater . However, there is little analysis 
of the personal characteristics of those who express dissatis-
faction and what analysis Ghere is of 1esults is fairly crude 
and the conclusions often vague . 
The Simon Population TrusG - established in 1965 in the United 
Kingdom to promote sterilisation 
sent a questionnaire to 1092 men 
One thousand and twelve paGients 
as a method of birth control -
131 
who had undergone a vasectomy . 
responded . The Trust asked 
" Would you recommend the operation to others?" Ninety- nine 
percent said yes. Seventy-three point one percent of the 
men noted an improvement in sex life, 1. 5% reported a 
deterioration. 
Drury 132 conducted a follow up of 200 vasectomy patients two 
years after the operation. The only criteria imposed for 
performance or the sterilisa tion were that the patient was in 
a stable marriage a~d the procedure was being sought a s o 
pe rmanent contracep~ive measure and not as a remedy for 
1 J 1 Simon Population '.i'rus t "Follo\v up after vasectomy" 
1970 Lancet 483 
13 2 Drury V. 11 Vase ctorny - a two year follo\,r up" 24 Journal 
of the Royal College of General Practitioners 812 
~I 
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a physical or emotional problem . The patients' ages ranged 
from 26 to 47 and the number of children in each case from 
1 to 5. One hundred and seventy two completed questionnaire 
forms were returned . The patient and his wife were asked to 
rate the effect of the operation on (inter alia) their 
emotional relationship . Fifty- seven percent of patients 
( 66% of wives) reported it as better , 43% of patients (34% 
of wives ) reported it was the same. None of the patients or 
their wives considered their emotional relationship had 
deteriorated . 
Fifty-eight percent reported an increase in sexual activity . 
Patients were asked to rate the effect of vasectomy upon their 
feelings of masculinity . One hundred and forty tvv0 reported 
no change, JO felt their masculinity had been improved . 
All respondents reported they had no regrets &bout the decision 
to obtain a vasectomy . 
The T-J!argaret Pyke Centre undertook to follow up 1,000 vasectomy 
patients. 133 They had not laid down rigid or minimal require-
ments of age, marital status or family size but were reluctant 
to offer vasectomy to young men ( 34/ 1000 were under 25 and 
191/1000 under JO) . At the time of reporting they had sent out 
460 questionnaires, of which 271 had been returned . 
Two hundred and fifty-seven patients stated they were pleased 
the vasectomy had been performed . Five reported they were 
sorry, 8 were uncertain and 1 did not answer . Most of those 
who regretted the operation or were uncertain had suffered 
A table of patient post-operative complications. 
replies to questions relating 
follows : 
to family harmony and sexual life 
Effect on family harmony 
Effect on sexual life 
Better 
77 
167 
Same 
190 
92 
Worse 
4 
12 
Doubt 
2 
133 Margaret Pyke Centre " One thousand vasectomies " 1973 
4 British Medical Journal 216 
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Tvrn hundred and seventeen .said they would recommend the 
vasectomy operation to fr i ends . 
However, Wolfers 135 commenting on this type of study notes : 
1~lr1e collection of data by questionnaire surveys 
is too simple a procedure to assess reliably the 
psychosocial and sexual effects of contraceptive 
vasectomy ." 
She conducted a study of 95 men who had undergone vasectomies 
and had been sent questionnaires . She requested patients who 
believed they had encountered sexual or marital adjustment 
problems as a result of the operation to request an appoint-
ment with a visiting psychologist . Seven couples ( of 82 
who returned the questionnaires ) sought an interview . Only 
three were unaware of any physical or psychological problem 
in their sexual lives before the operation. Those three 
suffered serious physical sexual deterioration - complete 
· · · l3 6 d · t t . 1 t. impotence, vaginismus an persis en premature eJacu a ion . 
Three had pre- existing sexual problems - premature ejaculation , 
declining potency or frigidity . One was neurotic and unstable . 
Wolfers considered137 
\I 
Some screening of applicants for contraceptive vasectomy 
is required, and it is tentatively suggested that men 
with marital, psychological or sexual problems should 
be dissu:1ded from this form of contraception . 11 
Conclusions 
The incidence of regret or dissatisfaction after the performance 
0£ a vasectomy varies but this figure is generally small . It 
is difficult to assess ~hether regret is associated with any 
personal characteristics of the patient - in none of the above 
studies is such an analysis carried out . 
. 
138 e,....,'rN.-r 
In three of the above studies patients report an increase 
.'\ 
13 5 Wolfers, H. 11 Psychologic:1l Aspects of Vasectomy11 
1970 4 British ~edical Journal 297 at JOO 
13 6 Painful muscular spssm of the vaginal walls resulting 
in painful coitu3 
137 Wolfers, H. OP . CIT . at JOO 
138 Studies of the Si~on Population Trust ( ante at 48) 
Drury (ante at 48) and the Margaret Pyke Centre 
(ante at 49 ) 
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i n sexual activity , 
\ \ 
a general . . ~ h improvement in sex or tat 
there is no change in this area - few report deteriorat i on . 
Wolfers suggests the sc~eening out of those with mari t al , 
psychological and sexual problems - this appears to be general 
practice i~ ~ellington a~ le~3t , 
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III COivIPARATIVE VIEW OF STERILISATION 
The increasing demand for sterilisation in New Zealand is 
paralleled elsewhere . There is a greater acceptance of 
sterilisatlon as a method of birth control. This was 
recognised by the Second International Conference on Voluntary 
Sterilisation in 1973 which affirmed that all persons should 
be considered as having " freedom of choice in the matter of 
voluntary infertility ." l39 
The extent to which this principle is recognised by states 
varies, determined in part at least by such factors as 
religious belief . In several jurisdictions statutory 
provisions prohibit or authorise the performance of sterilisa-
tion . Stepan and Kellog!4~eport, however, that in most 
states the legality of sterilisation is uncertain. 
In the United States in particular there is pressure for 
sterilisation to be readily available and argument that 
restrictive statutes and regulations are unconstitutional . 
It is proposed below to consider the legality of sterilisation 
in foreign jurisdictions, examine the provisions contained ~1 
the recent comprehensive sterilisation statutes enacted by 
Sweden and Singapore and assess the constitutionality of 
restrictive sterilisation provisions in the United States . 
A OVERVIEW 
States may 
1 . authorise by statute the performance of 
sterilisation; 
2 . prohibit by statute the performance of sterilisation ; or 
3 . have no provision applying specifically to sterilisation . 
Examples are given below of states in each category. 141 
13 9 ' ~ • \ I _. - • 
-, 
I _;, i.._] 'I_, ' I \ ( \.,. •• : ' 
140 Stepan, J . and Kellogg, E . H. The World ' s Laws on 
Voluntary Sterilizavion for Family Planning Purposes 
Law and Population Monograph Series No . 8 
l~l The information in this section is obtained from 
Stepan, J . and Kellogg, E . H. op . cit and the International 
Adviso~y Committee on Population and Law Annual Review of 
Population Law 197~ and Annual Review of Population Law 1975 
The law is at 1975 . 
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1. States authorising the performance of sterilisation 
Denmark, Sweden, Singapore, Japan, Panama and five of the 
United States - Georgia, Oregan, New Mexico, North Carolina 
and Virginia - have statutes authorising the performance of 
sterilisation . Typically there are criteria and procedural 
restrictions imposed by such statute . 142 
a ) Age limit Denmark, Sweden - 25 
Georgia - 21 
North Carolina - 18 
Singapore - no lower level stipulated 
and statute specifically 
allows sterilisation of 
those under 21: 
" sJ.2 (b ) in the case of a 
person under 21 years of age 
who is married, if the person 
gives consent to such treatment 
(c) in the case of a 
person under 21 years of age 
and is not married if the 
person together with his parent 
or guardian ... gives consent 
i to such treatment". 143 
b ) No of children 
Panama 
Japan 
Czechoslovakia 
c ) Consent of Snouse 
Japan 
Georgia 
Virginia 
5 
"several" 
4 
Eugenic Protection Law 1948 
This covers also a person 
who while not legally married 
possesses marital status with 
the applicant 
142 The following are only examples of states which insist 
upon the applica~t fulfilling statutory criteria. It 
is not intende d to canvas each state on each aspect . 
143 Voluntary Sterilisation Act 1974 (Singapore) 
Lt- W L'BRARY 
VICTOi"ilA Ul~,VERSITY OF WELLINGTON 
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d ) ~aiting period 
North Carolina 
Virginia 
At least 30 days 
11 
( only when the 
applicant has never given birth 
to a child ) 
e ) Procedural requirements 
s-,veden 
Singapore 
"Only a licensed physician is 
authorised to perform a 
sterilisation. 
Sterilisations of women can be 
performed only .in a general 
hospital or other medical institu-
tion which has been approved by 
the National Board of Health and 
Welfare " 144 
Similar provision to above 
2 . SGates Prohibiting the Performance of Sterilisation 
Turkey 
Italy 
Nicaragua 
3 . States 
s471 Turkish Criminal Code 1926 
with 
nwhoever by his acts causes a man or woman 
to become sterile and any person giving consent 
to the performance of such acts on himself 
shall be punished by imprisonment for six months 
to two years and by a heavy fine ... 11 145 
s5S2 Italian Penal Code 
" Whoever performs acts on persons of either 
sex, with their consent , intended to render 
them incapable of procreating will be punished 
by imprisonment ... 
Whoever gives consent to those acts being 
perforned on himself shall suffer the same 
punishment ." 
s360 Penal Code 
no provision relating specifically 
t.o sterilisation 
There is in the majority of jurisdictions no provision which 
either specifically prohibits or authorises sterilisation . 
144 Section 6 La·w on Sterilizatio n of 12 June 1975 (Svensk 
Forfattningssamling 1975 : 580 ) 
145 Regulatiotis were introduced in 1967 permitting sterilisation 
on therapeutic or eugenic grounds . 
r 
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Where this is so, the legality of the operation is generally 
· I 4-0 m h d . f " . 1-'- . h . d uncertain. 1 e i Iicu GY ist at experience in New Zealand 
prior to 1977 - sterilisation may be caught under general 
criminal provisions relating to assault or infliction of bodily 
harm . There is, in addition, often doubt as to the relevance 
of consent of the patient, if sterilisation is caught under one 
of those general provisions . 
Consent to such crimes i s in some jurisdictions irrelevant -
it is provided by statute that consent is not a defence . 
Elsewhere , for example in Costa Rica, there is a statutory 
provision which renders an offender acting with the consent of 
the victim liable to a lesser penalty . l47 
In other jurisdictions by statute consent of the vi c tim may 
exculpate the person inflicting the injury. Stepan and Kellogg 
1 48 ,... · ' 1 S h A note- , Ior instance, tnat severa out East sian count ries 
have provisions similar to that of s88 of the Indian Code which 
provides: 
11 rothing which is not intended to cause death, is 
an offence by reason of any harm it may cause or 
be intended by the doer to cause, or be known by 
the doer to be likely to cause , to any person for 
whose benefit it is done in good faith , and who has 
givenq consent ·whether express or implied to suffer 
that harm, or to take the risk of that harm . 11 
It may be that under this provision consent of the patient 
would be a defence to a charge of performing a sterilisation 
operation . Yet this is not clear, and Stepan and Kellogg
1
~9 
note the Opinion of the Vice Chancellor of the University of 
t-?,':.,\.'" \5 \C I'\ 
~alaya, that under a si~ilar Malaysian consent is probably 
/\ 
not a defence . 
In the majority of jurisdictions, however, there is no specific 
provision relating to consent and this is a matter of doctrinal 
interoretation and caselaw. 
146 Stepan and Kellogg note that typically correspondents, 
replying to the authors ' request for information on the 
le gal status of sterilisation_; beg:1n 11 The state of the law 
governing voluntary sterilization in this country is obscure " 
op . c it . at ;_ , 
147 s207 Penal and Police Code 1941 
148 op . cit . at 16 
149 ibid at 17 
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B crn,lPREHENSIVE STERILISATION STATUTES 
There may now be a trend towards the enactment of comprehensive 
sterilisation statutes . Sweden 2nd Singapore, following the 
lead of several of the United States, have recently enacted 
!L,-- ( c'., 
such statutes . These follow a similar pattern, containing 
provisions which : 
declare the performance of sterilisation lawful 
specify requirements to be satisfied by the applicant -
e . g . age limits and obtaining of spousal consent 
permit sterilisation of those with a ~ .. ,genie or medical 
indication 
require a doctor to give an explanation to the patiGnt 
of the nature of the operation 
require the patient to certify that he understands the 
implications of the operation 
authorise the performance of sterilisation only by 
registered medical practitioners in Government 
or approved institutions 
prohibit a ·person with access to medical records or a 
person who participated in the operation dis-
closing information relating thereto 
permit medical practitioners to refuse to perform a 
sterilisation operation on the basis of 
conscientious objection . 
C UNITED STATES 
Regulation of the availability of the means of birth control 
is in the United States the prerogative of individual states , 
which ,--.-~c\," "'·"' ! l-..l restricted access to contraception until 1965 
and to abortion until 1973 . 
Since 1965 the United States Supreme Court has acknowledged the 
righ~ of a married coup le and a single person to oblain and 
us9 contracept ives and the right of a woman to obtain an 
abor0ion, without the consent of her husband, during the 
first and to some extent during the second trimester of preg-
nancy . All statutes in conflict with the above are 
1~ 7~ Singapore - Voluntary Sterilisation Act 1974 
s~edan - Law on Sterilization of 12 June 1975 (Svensk 
Forfattningssamling 1975 : 580) 
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unconstitutional . 
The validity of restrictive sterilisation statutes and 
regulations is now debated . 
In the following section it is proposed to briefly cover the 
landmark decisions of the Supreme Court relating to access to 
contraceptives and abortion as any constitutional attack on 
restrictive sterilisation laws will rely heavily on the 
principles established in those cases . The validity of a 
state statute or hospital regulation imposing an absolute 
prohibition on the performance of sterilisation or requiring 
satisfaction by applicants of restrictive criteria is then 
considered . 
1 . Validity of Restric tive Contraception and Abortion Statutes 
Griswold v Connecticut 150 
A Connecticut statute made the use of contraceptives a 
criminal offence. Griswold, Executive Director of the Planned 
Parenthood League, gave information, instruction and medical 
advice to m::l.rried persons as to the means of preventing con-
ception . He was charged with violating the statute as an 
accessory and convicted of that offence at first instance . 
The Supre~e Court reversed th:3.t decision . The Court considered 
the statute was unconstitutional as it invaded the right to 
privacy of a married couple . There was no right to privacy 
specifically mentioned in the Bill of Rights, but the Court 
held specific guarantees in the Bill of Rights have penumbras 
formed by emanations from them . The right to privacy was a 
fundamental personal right emanating from the totality of the 
co~stitutional scheme and the marriage relationship lay within 
tha~ zone of privacy . 
151 
Eisenstadt v Baird 
Baird, following a lecture on contraception, invited members 
of the audience to help themselves to contraceptive articles 
on the stage . He gave a package of contraceptive foam to a 
150 381 U. S. 479 
151 405 U. S . 438 
(1965) 
(1972) 
1 
~o~an and was convicted at first instance of violating a 
~assachuce~ts stat~te which made it an offence to sell or 
give away contraceptives except as provided in section 21A of 
that statute under which a physician could administer contra-
ceptives to married persons . The Supreme Court declared 
the s~a~ute unconstitutional as it violated the equal protec-
tion clause of the Fourteenth Amendment? 2 The Court stated that 
wha-caver the rights of individuals to access to contraceptives 
Qay be, the rights must be the same for the unmarried and 
r:1arried alike : 
" If under Griswold the distribution of contraceptives 
-co married persons cannot be prohibited a ban on 
dis-cri8ution to unmarried persons would be equally 
i mpermissib le. It is true that in Griswold the right 
of pri 01acy in question inhered in the marital rela-
tionship . Yet the mar 1 \-0 I couple is not an independent 
entity with a mind and heart of its own but an associa-
tion of two individuals each with a separate intellectual 
and e~otional make . If the right of privacy means 
anytiing it is the right of the individual married or 
single to be free from unwarranted governmen-cal intrusion 
into matters so fundamentally aff~cting a person as the 
decision whether to bear or beget a child." 153 
Tje ?ourteen-ch Amendment did not deny to states the power to 
trea~ different classes of person in different ways . But any 
classification of people for this purpose must be reasonable 
and res~ upon some ground of difference having a fair and 
s~bs~an~ial relation to the object of the legislation . The 
Co~r~ ~eld there ~as no ground of difference that rationally 
explained ~he different treatment accorded married and unmarried 
persons. 
Eo.e -,- 1:lade 154 
Eoe sough-c a declaration that the Texas abortion law was 
1-,:_nconsti tu-cional. That statute provided the performance of 
r8 l e,.r2.n t 
152 T~e/sec-cion of the Fourteenth Amendment reads: 
Sect.ion 1. " no state shall ... deny to any person 
within its jurisdiction equal protection of 
the lavrn . · 
153 op . cit at 453 
15~ ~10 l . S. 113 (1973 ) 
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abort.ion vras prohibited unless this was "for the purpose 
of saving the life of the mother". 
Blackrnun J . , delivering the majority judgment , declared the 
l a~ un constitut ional as it invaded the right to privacy of 
a woman . He said : 15 5 
" This right to privacy, whether it be founded 
in the Fourteenth Amendment ' s (15p) concept of 
personal liberty and restri ctions upon state 
a ction, as we feel it is, or, as the District 
Court determined , in the Ninth Amendment 's (1 57 ) 
reservat ion of rights to the people, is broad 
enough to encompass a -~va:nan ' s decision whether 
or not to t erminate her pregnancy". 
Howe7er , the Court held the right to privacy, within which 
fell the decision to terminate a pregnancy, was not absolute -
it could be qualified if there was a compelling state interest 
which required it. The Court decided the State had an 
interest in the health and life of the mother whi ch became 
compelling at the end of the first trimester . The risk to 
the ~other involved in a termination at this stage justified 
stat.e regulat.ion of the abortion procedure in ways reasonably 
related to maternal health . The Court considered the State ' s 
inte:'.'est in protecting po~ential human life became compelling 
at the end of the second trimester - at the stage of viability 
of t,he fetus . After this point, a woman ' s right to privacy 
and t.herefore her right to terminate a pregnancy was qualified 
by that interest and a state may during the third trimester 
regulate or prohibit abortion except where this is necessary 
fo~ the protection of the life or health of the mother. 
2. Validity of Restrictive Sterilisation Provisions 
(a ) ProhibitiDn on -':.he Perfo:~mance of SterilisatioJn 
No state of the United States prohibits absolutely the 
155 op . ci t . at 153 
156 Tne relev~nt sectio~ of the Fourteenthknendment reads : 
Section 1 . 11 ••• No sta.te shall make or enforce any law 
which shall abridge the privilege or immunit i es of citi zens 
of the United States; nor shall any state deprive any person 
of life, liberty or property , without due process of law ... 11 1 I 
157 The Ninth Amendment reads : 
'' The enumeration in the Constitution of certain rights, shall 
not be construed to deny or dispa~age others r etained by 
the people . 11 
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performance of sterilisation . That situation may reflect 
the view of many that an absolute state prohibition on 
sterilisation would undoubtedly be unconstitutional after 
Griswold and Roe . 158 
Myers argues : 159 
" The right to privacy which was extended to a married couple ' s choice to use contraceptive devices in Griswold logically should be extended to protect their c hoice of contraceptive operations ." 
If this is correct , and in the writer ' s view it is, the state 
may not, after Roe, invade the right to sterilisation in the 
absence of a compelling state interest which requires it . 
In Roe itself there was held to be no compelling state 
interest in a fetus until the third trimester . There seems 
therefore little likelihood there will be a compelling state 
interest in life not yet c~nceived . 
There may well be a compelling state interest in the health 
of the patient which requires state regulation in matters 
related to patient health but this will not extend to permitting 
a stat,e to prohibit absolutely the performance of sterilisation 
operations . 
Although no state statute declares sterilisation to be unlawful, 
many st,a.te institutions prohibit the performance of sterilisation 
~.n their premises . It appears this may also be unconstitutional . 
I H ' W C. H . 1 160 · d n _a tn::P,Jay v orcester i ty ,ospi ta a woman require a 
t~erapeutic sterilisation . Worcester City Hospital was a 
municipal hospital established pursuant to state law as an 
" acute short term general hospital". The hospital barred 
physicians from using operating room facilities for sterilisation 
( therapeutic or social) on the basis of a Solicitor's opinion 
t,hat the legal i_ ,y of sterilisa.tion was " highly doubtful11 • 161 
The First Circuit Court of Appeals noted : 1 2 
158 See, for example, i--~yers, W. D. 11 A constitutional Evaluation of Statutory and Ad:-:iinistrati ve Impediments to Voluntary Steriliiation" ll.,, Journal of Family Law 67 
159 ibid at 74 
l 60 47 5 F 2d 701 ( 1973) 
161 This seems moat unusual - the writer has not encountered an argument else~here that therapeutic sterilisation may be unlawful 
162 op . cit . at 703 
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wvvhatever merit his conclusion as to the illegality 
of such operations may have had at the time, subsequent 
authority makes it clear that the Commonwealth no 
longer has or could have , such an all- encompassing 
anti-birth control policy as he took the c ited statutes 
to describe ." 
The Court stated that after Roe v Wade and Doe v Bolton
163 
a fundamental interest 1·ras involved , requiring a compelling 
rationale to justify banning a sterilisation operation ~ h.,., . r 
which involved no greater risk Or dema~r'-;r:l~'taff .:,;;.;~/:;r~~rti't~;S /,Ire\.,~ 
The Court balanced this fundamental interest against possible 
state interests in prohibiting the performance of sterilisation, 
· . 164 stating : 
"The state interests, recognized by Roe as legitimate; 
are far less compelling in this context. Whatever 
interest the state might assert in preserving the 
possibility of future fetuses cannot rival its 
interest in preserving an actual fetus , which was 
found sufficiently compelling to outweigh the woman ' s 
interest only at the point of viability . The state 
maintains ... a significant interest in protecting 
the health and life of the mother ... Yet whatever 
health regulations might be appropriate to vindicate 
that interest ... it is clear under Roe and Doe 
that a complete ban on a surgical procedure relating 
to the fundamental interest in the pregnancy decision 
is far too broad when other comparable surgical 
procedures are perfor med ." 
The Supreme Court held the hospital ' s prohibition on the use 
of its facilities for st e rilisation violated the Equal 
Protec t ion Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, and stated: 
165 
"··. once the state has undertaken to provide general 
short term hospital care, as here, it may not constitu-
tionally draw the line at medically indistinguishable 
surgical procedures that imping e on fundamental rights ." 
Although Hathaway sought s t erilisation for medical reasons , 
163 410 U. S . 179 (1973) The Supre me Court in Doe v Bolton , 
a co mpanion case t o.Roe v Wa de, de clared Georgia's 
restrictive aborti on law unc ons titutional . 
164 op . cit . at 706 
165 ider:i 
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c,s the Court relied heavily on the principles established 
in Roe v Wade and Doe v Bolton, Hathaway v Worcester City 
Hospital may be applied in cases of public hospital refusal to 
per~it its facilities to be used for·performance of non-
therapeutic sterilisation operations . 
In the light of the above, a complete prohibition on the 
performance of sterilisation by the state itself, or a 
state institution is probably invalid . 
( b) Impo~ition of Criteria 
Similarly , the practice of the state or state institut .ions 
requiring applicants for sterilisation to fulfill restrictive 
criteria may be unconstitutional . A patient may be required 
to possess marital status, obtain spousal consent tothe 
operation, conform with an age/ parity formula or comply with 
procedural regulations . 
(i) Marital Status 
It is the writer Ts view that any statutory or hospital 
requirenent that applicants for sterilisation be married 
would be unconstitutional under the principles established 
in Eisenstadt v Baird 158 . 
( ii ) Spousal Consent 
I~ is the writer Ts view that spousal consent requirements would 
be struck down as unconstitutional after the decision in 
Planned Parenthood v Danforth159 and the comment of the Supreme 
Court in Eisenstadt v Baird cited earlier . 
The Supreme Court in Danforth invalidated a statute which 
required a woman to obtain spousal consent to an aborbion . 
The arguments put forward by the state in that context have 
equal application to sterilisation provisions . The state 
argusd: 160 
158 ante at 57 
159 1.,,28 U. s. 52 ( 1976) 
l cO ibid at 68 
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"( r )e cogni z i ng that the consent of b oth parties is generally ne cessary ... to begin a family, the 
legislature has determined that a c hange in the 
family structure set in motion by mutual consent should be terminated only by mutual consent ." 
The Court nevertheless held the state c ould not 
'' ... delegate to a s pouse a veto power which the state i tse l f i s absolutely a n d totall y prohibited from exercis i ng during the fi rst trimester of 
pregnancy ." 161 
mh. h b t . t. . 162 H h . 1 is a pproac may e open o cri icism . owever , av i ng 
so reasoned in Danforth, t he Court may r egard a spousal 
consent requirement in a sterilisation statute in a simil ar 
light - that is , once i t is established the state does not 
have the power to prohibit sterilisation , that power cannot 
be de l egated to a spouse . 
The Court in Danforth 6uoted also the c omment in Eisenstadt referred to earlier : 1 3 
" the mar i tal couple is not an independent entity with a mind and heart of its own , b ut an association of two individuals ea c h with a separate i ntellectual and emotiona l make up . If the right of privacy means anything , it is the right of the individual, ~arried or single , to be free from unwarranted governmental intrusion into matters so f undamentally affecting a person as the decision whether to bear or beget a Child , 11 
On this basis, the right to steri l isation if it exists will 
probably be seen as a right of the individual . There are 
164 Myers notes several minor decisions to this effect . 
165 in Doe v North Ottavra Community Hospital Authority a 
mother of five children desired sterilisation for which opera-
tion the hospital required spousal consent . The Ottawa Circuit 
161 op . cit . at 69 
162 See for example the judgment of White J . dissenting in Planned Parenthood v Danforth op . cit . at · 1 ~ 
and Sche ll M. S . " Third Party Consent. to Abortions before and after Danforth : A Theoretical Analysis " 15 Journ~l of Family Lav.,r 508 
163 op . cit . at 70 
164 op . cit . at 79 
165 Civil No . 2706 (Ottawa ; Mich . Circuit Court May 15 1973 ) 
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Court held that the hospital may request spousal consent but 
not require it . 
Ponter v Ponter 165a 
The parties had been separated for six years at which point 
the wife wished to obtain a sterilisation operation . The 
hospital doctors would not perform the operation unless she 
obtained the consent of her husband . There was in New Jersey 
'S~,e2,' ,,; , ' er (l._..., .j<c'. 1- I 166 
no statute requiring spousal consent . The Court recognised 
(\ ,~ 
11 
••• the sensible logical and well- reasoned 
desireability of consultation between husband and 
wife regarding decisions in such matters . However 
this is not to say that the spouse does or should 
have a power of veto . 
It is this court ' s opinion that Judith Ponter has a 
constitutional right to obtain a sterili~ation 
operation without the consent of her husband . Such 
protection is available whether it be in the form 
of the proscription of state action requiring the 
contrary or refusing to recognise the spouse~ civil 
suit against the treating physician as meritorious ." 
Although technically the decision may be restricted to its facts 
and apply o~ly where the parties are separated, this is most 
unlikely as t1:.e judgmen-c. is framed in terms of "women ' s con-
tinuing struggle for the establishment of their individual 
rights ." 167 
Murray v Vandevander 168 
A husband 1vno did not co~sent to the performance of a hysterec-
tomy on his wife brough~ an action against the physician and 
hospital for d3.mage to his right of consortium and the right 
to produce a~other child. The judgment did not specify whether 
the operation ~as perfo~~ed ~or therapeutic or social reasons, 
although it referred to a married woman ' s " natural right to her 
health". Tne Court of Appeals of Oklahoma stated: 169 
16:,a 3L2 A 2ci 574 ( 19 75) 
166 ibid a.,. 577 
167 ibid a-c. 576 
168 522 p 2d 302 (1974 ) 
169 ib:'. . ..t ·at 3011-
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11We have found no authority and plaintiff has cited none which holds that the husband has a right to a child bearing wife as an incident to their marriage. We are neither prepared to create a right in a husband to have a fertile wife nor to alow recovery for damage to such a right. We find that the right of a person who is capable of competent consent to control his 01,n body is paramount. 11 
(ii) Age/Parity formula 
Hospitals often work on an age/parity formula170 in assessing 
the suitability of a person for sterilisation. Myers argues171 
this is an arbitrary classification: 
"the number of children a patient has relative to her (his) age bears no rea;onable relationship to factors relevant to ~~  question of whether she should be sterilised - e . g . the health of the patient, socio-econor.ic ability of the patient to take care of additional children." 
· 172 In McCabe  v Nassau County Medical Centre - the Centre would 
perform a sterilisation operation only if the patient satisfied 
an age/parity formula. r~icCabe was aged 25 with 4 children -
in order to fulfil the hospital criteria she required 5 children. 
She commenced an action for da:ne.ges against the Centre at which ~1 ,:,, ,,.,_.,.,( . . ,\· stage the Centre reversed its decision. The Court1\adjudicated upon whether McCabe' s claim was moot. McCabe argued that the 
rule, based on an arbi~rary age/parity fornula1,r,J.s "as unconstitu-
tionaly odious as a rule prohibiting voluntary sterilisation IT-;, of blacks", and violated :i.er constitutional rights. The judge 
commented: 173 
"We need not deterr:1ine whether plaintiff' s conten-tions are sound, particularly without a ful develop-ment of the fac~s, but it is a massive understatement to say that they are not frivolous." 
It is submited regulations which impose an age/parity are 
invalid. 
(iv) Procedural require~snts 
The statutes of Georgia and North Carolina require the applicant 
170 
171 
172 
173 
i.e. applicant aged 25 
II IT 30 
IT I! 35 
op. cit. at 80 
453 F 2d 698 ( 1971) 
idei:i 
must 
IT 
IT 
have 
IT 
TI 
172a 
5 children 4 IT 3 IT 
ibid at 704 
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for sterilisation to have the consultation and acquiesence 
of two physicians . It was argued earlier that the only 
compelling state interest ':rhich may justify state interference 
i n the decision whether to undergo a sterilisation is patient 
health . It is difficult to see how this requirement is 
reasonably related to patient health . It is therefore 
submitted that this reouirement is unconstitutional . 
Myers
174 
notes a public medical facility may not impose 
restrictions which are unconstitutional . But private 
medi cal facilities may decide for themselves under what 
circumstances to accept or exclude sterilisation patients . q 
There is some difficulty in defining those terms. Bloom174 
argues the distinction has been waning as private hospitals 
accepting federal monies have been deemed vulnerable to 
suit . McKenzie states tn~t175 
\\ 
With the growth and importance of hospitals 
coupled with the presence of tremendous amounts 
of governmental involvement through funding and 
regulation, it appe~rs likely that all hospitals 
will be required to abide by constitutional 
mandates". 
It seems clear that, if a prohibition on the performance 
of sterilisation, or the inoosition of criteria discussed 
abov~ is unconstitutional, no state or state hospital 
may prohibit absol~L,ely ~he performance of sterilisation 
therein, or restric~ access ~o sterilisation on the basis 
of a patient ' s marital s~atus, inability or unwillingness 
to obtain spousal consenL, or failure ~o comply with an 
age/p~rity formula . It :-:1.ay be that at least a private hospital 
accepting state funds ~ust also refrain fro~ pursuing polic ies 
in conflict with the above . 
174 op . c it . at 82 
..:, 
174 op. cit . at 304 
175 McKenzie, J .F. 11 Co.::.t:::.~aceptive Sterilization : The Doctor 
the Patient, and t::e United States Constitution" 
25 University of Florida Law Review 327 at 346 
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CONCLUSION 
There is frequent reference in the literature to the right 
to sterilisation176 - particularly in the United States 
context as this is seen as being conferred by the Bill of 
·Rights . It shoulci be recog~ized , however, that there is 
17&-
no absolute right to sterilisation . One may pressure the 
state to authorise the performance of sterilisat i on and to 
remove criteria i mposed by statute or hospital regulation . 
If thi s constitutes gaining the ~ight to sterilisation th3 
term i s misleading . For the 11right 11 t,o sterilisation means 
nothing in the absence of a practitio:1.er willing to perform 
a sterilisation , and practitioners ha7e a right to refuse 
to perform a sterilisation operaction which in New Zealand 
is protected under section ~6 Contraception Sterilisation 
and Abortion Act 1977 ~ 
11 46 ( 1 ) ... no regis:,ered medical practitioner , 
registered nurse, or other person shall be under 
any obligation 
(a ) To perform or assist in the performance of 
any operation undert,aken or to be undertaken for 
the purpose of rendering the pa tient sterile : 
if he objects to doing so on grou:1.ds of conscience" 
Subsection ( 2 ) provides it, is unla-/\/'ful to discriminate against · ... ,., . _\._(., \ 
a person refusing to perfor:-.1 c1 s\c_·\ts,il-- on grounds of conscience . 
This provision is paralleled elsewhere . In the United States 
the federal Health Programs 3xtension ,:;_ · prohibits discrimina-
tion against physicians or health care personnel who refuse 
to assist in the perfornance of a la-.-rful sterilisation 
proceeding because of relig ious beliefs or moral convictions . 
cf The comprehensive sterilisa~ion st,at, uts 
177 
Singapore contaiIDa co~scie~ce clause similar to s46 (1 ). 
1 76 _ . Forbes, P . R. " Voluntary Sterilisation of Women As 
1 A Ri ··.ht 11 18 De Paul La1·1 Revie-.-i 560 
Bloom S . L. 11 A VioT,an ' s Right t,O - oluntary Sterilization" 
22 Buffalo Law Revie~ 291 
177 Section 10 Volun~ary Sterilisation Act 1974 (Singapore ) 
\ ·: ,....._,? I'-• '\.., ' .' It 'J,. . . , :, .. ,.,_..,_ ~\ \r \ v ._..;,'.. ... ·1 l) 
\ · .... ' ,_,.__ .... -. I ·,. ~ , , ' , ~ i • .• , " .... , ... ._ '"· · . ........ \ .... ,. 
• I • ' \ ~ ' I 
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There is only a small minority of practitioners who refuse 
absolutely to perform sterilisation operations on the grounds 
of conscience . The remainder may refuse to perform a 
sterilisation operation on one who fails to fulfill certain 
criteria . These no doubt vary considerably from one practitioner 
to another as they do in ~ellington . One practitioner may 
require only that a patient. is over the age of majority and 
a ppreciates the significance of the operation, another may 
impose strict age/parity criteria . Those who tend towards 
the latter practice do so on the basis that evidence shows 
there is a high incidence of regret and subsequent application 
for reversal amongst those who fail to fulfill certain age/ parity 
criteria . The writer found the evidence inconclusive on this 
point , although it is conceded at least two relevant studies 
were not located . It is the writer ' s view, however that even 
if evidence of this association is available, this does not 
justify refusal to operate on a patient who appreciates ·ihe 
nature and significance of the operation and who is not 
psychologically or emotionally disturbed . 
While this discretion to refuse to perform sterilisation 
absolutely or on certain patie~ts exists, and in the writer ' s 
view that right must be recognised, there can be no right 
to sterilisation . 
It is suggested there wo~lj te a greater readiness on the 
part of the medical profession to sterilise those who are 
young or have few or no cbildren if sterilisation was readily 
~reversible . Both a gynaecologist and urologist interviewed 
by the writer indicated this ~ould come . It seems the debate 
over the merits of refusi~g sterilisation to certain patients 
upon the basis that evide~ce suggests some of them will later 
regret that decision may be 01/ertaken by medical technology . 
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